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DICK SLATER'S LAST BULEEiE
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.

"A party went by an hour since. You did not meet them ?"
"No, we did not. In which direction did they go?"
IN A TIGHT PLACE.
"They went in the direction you . came, but must have
turned off, if you did not see them."
There were half a dozen boys in Continen tal uniform makBen and Sam had ridden ahead while the boys were ening their way along a r ough country road near Sander's gaged in conversation.
.
Creek, a few miles from Camden, South Carolina, cne p :eas-"You must be careful not to encounter them on your reant day in August.
turn," the gfrl added. "There were at least twenty of them."
At that time the British under Lord Cornwallis were har"They did not annoy you?"
lassing the Carolinas, Camden being held by Lord Rawdon,
"No, but I went in when I saw them coming."
while Tarleton, Webster and others were roaming the coun"That was wise."
ry, carrying desolation wherever they went.
At that moment Ben and Sam came riding back in great
General Horatio Gates, seconded by the Baron DeKalb, haste.
was at this time on his way to oppose Cornwallis and try
"Redcoats, Dick, a score of 'em!" cried Ben, "just beyond
t o wrest Camden from Rawdon.
the turn in the road, but not coming on rapidly."
Already within a few miles of Camden and awaiting the
"~ay you so?" said Dick. " Then we must be going. Hark!"
arrival of Gates and DeKalb was a band of one hundred
"What is that, Dick?" asked Mark.
young patriots, known as the Liberty Boys.
"There is a party coming in the other direction. I hea r
They had been fighting for freedom for some years, and them quite plainly."
were like veterans.
"Jove! We are between two fires," cried Bob.
The boys riding along the road were Dick Slater, cap"Make haste!" said the girl. "Put your horses in the
tain; Bob Esterbrook, first lieutenant, and Mark Morrison, barn and go into the house. I will find hiding places."
second lieutenant, and Jack Warren, Ben Spurlock and Sam
"We certainly can't fight two score of the enemy," said
Sanderson, all Liberty Boys.
Dick, "though we might cut a way between them."
Their camp was a few miles away, in a swamp, and they
"Hurry," said the girl. "They will not suspect that you
were out reconnoiteriRg.
are here."
Dick Slater r ode a handsome black Arabian, Bob a bay,
The boys hurriedly put their horses in the barn back of
and Mark a big gray, the others being well mounted, Jack, the house, and then returned.
1in particular, his mount being a beautiful bay mare, almost
"There is room in the cellar for three," said the girl, "and
·as speedy as Major, Dick's black.
for two more in the loft."
The six boys were riding along at an easy gait, chat"Hurry, boys," said Dick.
ting gaily, when they came to a 11eat log cabin by the side
The boy~ ran into the house and secreted themselves.
lof the road.
They were greatly averse to doing this, bemg more ready
A young girl was sitting on the doorstep, and, as the to fight, even against odds.
boys appeared, she arose and came forward .
There were too many arrayed against them, however, and
"I'm glad t o see you,'' she said. "I think that uniform I so discretion became the better part of valor.
is the handsomest in the whole world."
" Quick, Captain!" cried the girl. "They are here. Wait
"She's looking straight at you, Jack," chuckled Mark in a moment. I will disguise you perfectly."
a whisper to his companion, of whom he was very fond.
She ran into the cabin after Dick and from a conven"Keep still, you old tease," Jack laughed.
ient clothes-press got down a skirt, a shawl, a wig and a big
"Then you are a good patriot,'' answered Dick Slater, cap.
smiling.
"Granny's," she explained hurriedly. "Po<>r old lady, she
"Yes, and I would like t o see all the redcoats driven out is dE11id, but she was a good patriot, and sh ~ would be glad
of the country."
.
to heh:> you now."
"So they will be, some day,·· was Dick's reply.
The girl quickly helped Dick put on the skirt, set him in
" There's Tarleton, one of the most cruel men who ever a big easy c11air, put on the wig and cap and folded the
lived. I'd like to see him driven out first of all."
shawl about his shoulders.
'
" We have had experience with him. We witnessed the
Tij_e cap had wide flaps and quite hid his face, together
massacre of Buford's command in May. Some of our boys with the shawl, which covered his chin.
were killed, and we have not forgotten it."
Hardly had these things been done and the girl taken
"No," said Bob, "and we mean to punish the 'butcher' her place on the doorstep when the two parties of redcoats
whenever we meet him."
met.
" You have no+ seen any of the enemy nearer than CamThey both halted, and the leaders exchanged greetings, disden ?" asked Dick.
mounted and came forward.
1
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"Ah, my sweet flower of. the ·wildwoedi'.' said one:: lieu-1 11 Confdund you .for a. saucy rebe1!'; he sputter~d. "Yo,u
tenant . "You a1·e still bloornmg here unnoticed, I see."
ha Ye no more corn;1deration for a kings man than If he we1 e
"Forest flowers don't associate with garden poppies," said a wolf."
.
the girl. "You are too brilliant for me."
"Some of them are no better," the girl answered as she
"Jove! But you have wit, my backwoods belle," with a put up the bar.
laugh. "I would know more of you."
,,
'l!1en .three or .four of the redcoats threw themselves
"There is only one of me, so I don't see how you can, agamst it to force 1t open.
.
.
answered the girl, rising, not caring to have the redcoat
It held ~rmly, however, as did the fror•,.: door, which was
come too close.
attacked smrnltaneously.
.
. . ,,
.
The officer followed her in and, seeing Dick, said :
There's only one rebel and the girl w1thm, said the
"Hello, Granny! Keeping house, are you?"
officer. "We must get in!"
"No the house is keeping me, can't you see th at?" Dick
This was easier said than done however.
piped ~p in a shrill tone, drawing in his lips as if he were
A s the men came running up to beat in the door Dick
toothless.
appeared at a window with two big pistols in his hands.
"Ha, ha, you have as quick a tongue as your pretty grand·'Go away!" he said sternly.
daughter," with a lau~h.
.
The men fell bacK in haste.
"Beauty is only skm deep, and handsome is. as handMeanwhile some of them had visited the barn
see if
some does," shrilly and with a cough and a lowering of the there were a wagon pole or anything else with to
which to
head.
force the doors.
"My, you're quite a philosopher, Granny," said t~~ other
Tl1ere was a sudden outcry from that direction.
lieutenant. "Such words of wisdom I never heard.
"Hello! There's more than one rebel in the house. Here
"If you kept quiet folks wouldn't know what a donkey are six horses, and beauti es, too!"
you are," shrilly.
The two officers hastened to the barn.
"Ha, ha, ~Iiles, that's Oll:e for you," laughed !he first, ''.but
"Jove! I know that black horse. It's Dick Slater's, if it is
come, my. girl, we woul~, like some refreshmen.. You are a 1 anybody's."
·
loy;;i~ sub~ect, I su~pose.
.
,,
.
"Yes, and I've seen the bay and the big gray and that
Sposmg- doe~n t make th~ngs ~, s.na_Pped Dick..
handsome mare before."
The m~n outside .meanw~i~e were sittrng on their l~orses
"By George! But this is a find! Have fr.em out here.
or standrng :::ilong,;1de, waitrng for orders f i om their of- Yve'll get the rebels' horses even if we don't get the rebels
fic~rs. .
.
. ?"
themselves."
Aie you two the only ones rn the house. asked on~
"C f
tt
·
of the latter.
on- oun d 1•t,,
,
mu ere d J ::.c k , 1oo k'mg ou t of a r ear wrn"W e're all you can see," said the girl. "Brother T ed is do,;v.
.•
at work, and father has gone t o buy stuff with mother. They
Whats the matter, Jack?" asked Mark, hurrying forwon't be pleased to see you here when they come back."
ward.
"Never mind them, but give us something to eat and drink.
"They've found your big gray and my Dolly and Dic~'s
We'll pay you for it."
l\'Iajor and all."
"Hospita\ity is free in this country to those who deserve
'"That's too bad! I wouldn't lose that gray for anything."
it, and not to Le bought by those who do not," the girl said.
"Nor would I lose my mare, Dolly, and I'm sure that Dick
"Jove, my f:i.ir rebel, you can be a bit shre.wish if you choose, won't give up Major without a struggle."
I fancy," with a laugh. "Still I think you could be gentle
"They've got our horses, Dick," Bob n qw said.
and loving as well."
"But they haven't got us, and they have not taken the
He advanced to put his arms around the girl when she horses as yet."
struck him a resounding blow on the cheek, leaving the mark
The six horses were led to the front of the cabin and
of all five fingers on the scarlet flesh.
then ihe leading officer said :
"Jove! But I must have a kiss to pay for that blow!"
'· You young rebels may as well come out. We have your
the officer said, wincing.
horses and \Ve'll Jt:.ive yvu yet."
He would l.c!ve earned out his threat, too, had not Dick
"Come and take us, you boasters," said Bob impetuously.
suddenly leaped forward and struck him a blow to which the "It's much easie1· to talk than to do."
other was nothing.
T he redcoats advanced toward both doors, but found themselves suddenly facing a dozen big pistols.
·
Jack, Ben and Sam had muskets besides, and the girl <
CHAPTER IL
now thrust one of these out of the window.
The men fell back to a safe distance, while the officers conTHE SIEGE OF THE LOG CABIN.
sulted upon a plan of attack.
~
Some of the men now came up with the heavy bar useda
The blow which the officer received nearly staggered him. in closing the great doors of the barn.
"Jove!" he gasped. "For an old woman you have a-ha!"
"Run in with it, quick, men," said the officer. "Beat i11cfr
He suddenly caught sight of Dick's young strong hapd the door."
·
;ind his face from which the cap had fallen away.
Half a dozen redcoats ran at the door with the heavy bargo
· "By George! The old woman is a young fellow, and a
Crack-crack-c rack!
c·ebel at that!" cried the other.
The pistols of the boys in the house suddenly b egan crack c
"Yes, and if I mistake not, he is Dick Slater, for whom-ing in the most alarming fashion.
Ho, there! He is--"
Two or three of the redcoats received painful if not sEgoJ
Dick suddenly seized the lieutenant by the collar and belt rious wounds and 'dropped the bat.
"
1.nd bundled him out of the cabin and down the steps as
The others let go and ran, fearing to get hit.
it
:hough he had been a sack of potatoes.
"Run in quick with it, men," cried the officer. "They can'
In a moment the other was served the same way, much to reload in a hurry."
the surprise of the men outside.
Six more men seized the bar and ran forward.
Then the door slammed, barred and bolted.
Then more pistols began to crack and more men were hi
"Quick, boys," said Dick, step~ing out of me old woman'\;
E ach of the Liberty Boys was provided with from four I
.;kirt and throwing aside the wig and shawl. 1
six pistols.
Th e boys came :running up from the cellar and down from
They could keep up an almost continuous fire, therefor
,he loft.
./
for some minutes.
As
Meanwhile then' was a great commotion outside.
The redcoats did not take this into account when tlttu
"Catch the rebel'" cried the officer whom Dick had slapped ran in.
Di
·o vigorously.
Nearly every one of the men bearing the bar was hit. nt l
The front door was closed against them, and a number
They kept on till they reached the door.
Th
f . the men ran to the rear.
Then the firing got too hot for them, and they wf wa
One got his fingers pinched as he tried to open it.
obliged to drop the bar and run.
"B
The g-irl had rlrnwn it shut with considerable vim as he
"There must be a score of the rebels in the house," siep
:id put his hand on it.
one officer.
Th
He gave a yell, Lhrust his bruised fingers into his mouth
He would not believe that six boys could do so much loo
:' nd danced almost like a madman for a few moments.
cution.
nei
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"To be sure," said the other. "The h orses belong to their
officers, and there's a score more."
.. Suppose we keep them occupied in front and send a
party to the rear."
' ' A very good idea."
A new lot of men picked up the bar and as many more
j cined th em.
Then half a dozen or mo1:e were sent to the rear to beat
down the door with their muskets.
Up rushed t'.1e dozen men to the front door.
Crack-crack-crack!
Ballets began to fly like hail.
Rmg-bang-bang- !
The men were trying to force the re!ir door.
The girl of the cabin discharged Jack Warren's musket
and sent one man away lluwnng.
"They are trying to break in the door," she said.
Then Ben and Sam sent in a couple of sho .s which caused
a stir among the redcoats.
They continued to beat upon the door, nevertheless.
Finally i · began to gi\re way.
Then it fell and the redcoats ran forward.
Jack, Ben and Sam wielded their muskets vigorously, and
there were many sore heads and aching sides among the att acking party.
Then Bob slasht><1 :cit one of them >v!th his sword.
T he besiegers fell back and the door was put in place with
a heavy table put ag-ai,tst i to h.ild it there.
KPn Spurlock and Sam Sanderson th~m sat upon it to keep
it firmer.
Then they reloaded their pistols while Jack iooked out of
the window to keep watcl1 upon the enemy.
The crowd in front had fared little b etter tha n those in
t he re::ir.
"A nl::igue upon the obstinate young rebels! " sputtered
the officer.
"We must have them out of that," said the other.
The redcoats Y1ithout and the Liberty Boys within spent
t he time in reloading and in strengthening their defenses.
"The1e's a ladder in the barn," sai d one of the men.
" And a wag·on. pole," added another.
We will attack boih doors and send a p a rty
"Very good.
up on the roof to ~·et in by the chimney."
"It's absurd to think that half a dozen young rebels can
hold us at bay like that."
"There are more than half a dn 2n, there are fifty at
least."
The redcoats would not have it that a small er number,
or even one equal to tl1 eir own, could thus ho'.d them in
check.
"They are quiet cut there," said Dick.
"That means that they are up to mischief," laughed Bob.
They are b2·inging a ladder and a wagon pole,"
"Hello!
'
announced Jack.
"They mean to a~tack us top , bottom and both side$,"
declared Mark.
"Start a fife on the h eaL"ih, my girl," said Dick. "We've
got to give these felio'' s a warm r eceptio11."
"So ue will," she laughed, emptying the contents of the
wood-box on th e hearth.
" Here t hey come, all h a nds," cried J ac.k. "Things are
. going to be lively in a few minutes."
"Livelier than those fellows out the1 e think," replied Dick
\ with a laugh.
t

t.

•

CHAPTER III.
THE R.AISING OF THE SIEGE.

As J ::.i.ck Warren had said, all ljjtnds were now coming to
ey attack them.
Dick Slater was a boy of quick perception and abund-

ant resources.
The mere mention of the ladder suggested the use to which
,re lt wa'il to be put and a remedy.
"8race up your back door better, boys," he said, "and
~id keep a watch at the window, Jack."
The front door was made stronger, also, and Bob found
a.•s;.1111""1'hole in the loft, from which he could pepper the adredcoats.
etuld also listen for their anival upon the roof over-

•
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Meanwhile the girl had made her fire and had it all ready
to light .
On came the redcoats, front and rear, and presently Bob
heard t}1em on ihe roof.
Then he opened fire on the party in frcnt
'' S~art your tire down the1·e, my girl!" he said in a whispe1:.
Then Jack and his party in the rear, and Dick and Mark
in front began a fusillad e.
The redcoats were g1eatly surp1·ised at the shots from
above.
llob continued to pour them in, and more than one r;-deoat was hit.
Then more were .sent up to the rocf, while a party tried
to pry open ihe cellar doors.
Some of them were getting into the stone chimney, having
climbed to the top.
8uddenly a cloud of dense smoke began pouring out.
The1'e was a plenty of brush and ! ~ aves .in the pile on the
hearth.
This sent out a great volume of smoke.
T he fellow getting in at the chimney was In such haste
to get out that he foll, rolled down 1he sloping roof and
tumbled off of the ladder on two men who were just coming
up.
More smoke poured out, and it seemed -use~ ess to try and
get in at the chimney.
The smoke simply stifled all those who approached the
chimney.
Then those trying to get in at the cellar doors were
drenched with water from the side windows, and promptl.v
desisted.
"I.t is not proving to be such an easy task to ::;et us out as
these fellows evidently believed it would be," J;-u"'h ' d Bob.
"We can drive them away, I suppose, or weary them by
holding out against them, but there are our h'lrses."
"I don't like to think of their running off with my Dolly,"
said Jack. "It would be h::trJ to f nd her equal, and I'm
greatly attached to her, a side from th at."
"Ye,;;_, it would be a great pity to lose any of them," said
Dick, "and I am in hones that we won't."
"Yes, but Dick, if they go away with the h orses, how are
we going to get them ba . K. , a .,ke l Bob .
"There has been some firing, Bob?1'
' 1Yes, of course."
"And our boy:; are nearer to us than these rctlcooats are
to Camden?"
''Jove! I see what you mean. The boys will come to raise
the siege."
"Quicker than more redcoats can arrive to help their
fellows."
"Very true. I never thought of that."
"And I wonder that my brother Ted has not come back,"
said the girl. "He must have heard the fiii11g."
"If he knows where the Liberty Boys are he ·may bring
them," was Mark's suggestion.
''Ilere come the redcoa t s again," said Jack in a warnir.g
tone.
The entire force now attacked the rear dJOl", that being
the weakest point.
With the bar, the pole and the ladder the~' rushed forward and sent it crashing in.
The boys massed themselves at the d~ ol' and poured in a
terrible volley as the redcoats tried to force their wav in.
The girl hurled burning brnnds among them, and showed
great courage.
All at once a tremendous cheer was heard.
"Liberty forever! Down with th e r edcoats ! To the rescue, Liberty Boys!"
Then the tramp of nearly one hundred ho ses was heard,
and Dick Slate1"s gallant band of yvtmg patriots came dash.
ing UJ?.
"Hui'rah! They've come!" cried !\'lark.
"Give it to them, boys !" shouted Jack from th:! front window.
"Look out for our horses, boy~ ," called Bob, as he opened
the front door.
'l'he redcoats, being all at the back of the house, were taken
completely by surprise.
. Hurrying; to the front they saw their pei'il und at once flew
to their horses.
Down swept the Liberty Boys up[m them like a whirlwind.
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"Capture all the horses, boys," shouted Bcb . "Make the
They promised to come to the cabin again and to prolazy redcoats walk."
.cct the settler and his family if they needed it.
The redcoats did not carry off the horses of the Liberty
"We'll be glad ter see yer at any time,'' said Bet's mother,
Boys, nor did they get all of their own.
'an' though I couldn't contrive ter cook for all yer, I wouldn't
The boys captured a dozen of the latter, and sent the .1ind er haffer dozen."
•
redcoats scattering in many directions.
"We won't trouble you to entertain us, ma'am," replied
Bullets flew around them, and they were glad to escape )ick, "but we are thankful for the kind thought."
even at the risk of leaving their horses behind.
"Waal, I reckon ef et hadn't been fur you all, we wouldn'ter
In a short time there was not a redcoat to be seen, and iad no cabin ter come ter, an' we're mighty erbliged ter
Dick. Slater recalled his gallant Liberty Boys.
·er fer what yer done."
With them was a boy of about twelve, dressed in coarse
The boys took their leave and rode on at a gallop, Jack
homeJ;pun and riding a horse barebacked.
)eing glad to be upon his bay mare again, and saying to
"I was comin' home, Bet," he said, "when I seen er lot _\fark:
er redcoats, an' so I just put for ther camp er ther Liberty
"Well, old man, this is better tha1, ' alking, as we might
Boys, what I knowed was some'eres near."
iave had to do if the boys had not comf up."
. "I never thought of that," said Bet Bryce, his sister. "This
"Yes, so it is, and I thought at o'fie time that I would
is my brother, Ted Bryce, Captain."
.ave to take leave of my gray."
. "I am oblige~ to you, Ted," said Dick. "I thought the
"Well, we didn't lose any of them, fortunately," said Jack
Liberty Boys might come of their own accord but I did not :n a tone of relief.
think of any one bringing them."
'
"But I say, Jack,'' said Mark, who was incli~d to tease,
"An' I never thought you was here, but I knowed you 'that girl had her eyes on you all the time we were in the
bor,s would purtect Bet an' the fo:ks from th' redc!Jats."
3abin."
Father and mother have not come back," said Bet, "but
"Her eyes must be valuable then,'' chuckled Jack, "for
they can't be long now."
.he had her back to me quite a litt'e."
':Gosh! Yer_!1ave had trouble with 'em, haven't yer?" ex"Oh, then you had your eyes on her. I knew there were
claimed ';['ed.
Look a' ther door an' look a' ther holes in ;ome loving glances somewhere. So you did not take your
ther cabm. Them fellers must ha' peppered it good an' eyes off of her, eh?"
sharp."
"Not even when I was lool}ing out of the window watch:?here ;yer~ a few shots fired/' laughed Bob.
·ng the redcoats, old man?" retorted Jack.
Sure 01 thmk ther wor,'' said Patsy Brannigan the Irish , "But you did look at her all you could. didn't you?"
Liperty Boy. "An' they banged the dure ti-emlnjous be"Trying to tease Jack again, eh. Mark?" asked Bob.
so1des."
"Trying, that's just it,'' said Jack, with a hearty laugh.
"For why you was ein fire got?" asked Carl Gookensuieler
"Oh, you're proof against anything," said Mark. "I'll have
the fat German Liberty Boy, Patsy's fast friend. "Was yo~ ;o try some one else."
cold been?"
"I tell yeu a fellow who is fond of the girls," said Bob.
"No, but we wanted to make it warm for the redcoats"
"Patsy Brannigan."
chuckled Jack.
'
"Go along with you," laughed Mark. " He is too fond of
"Was you invited dem in?" asked Carl soberly.
hem to treat them all alike."
.
"No, they tri<>rl to come in without an invitation and we
"Well, there's safety in numbers, as he says him ~ elf."
smoked them out."
'
They were nearing the camp when they met a well-built,
"And you half dozen boys and the girl stood a siege from ;turdy-looking boy of about sixteen, mounted on a small,
two score redcoats?" asked Harry Thurber, one of the Lib- : ough-coated horse, who said to them:
erty Boys.
·
"You're ther Libertv Boys, hain't yer?"
::you did not come any too soon," was Bob's rt;lply.
"Well?" returned Dick.
But you expected us, didn't you?" asked Harry Judson
"I'd like ter join amazin' an' help lick the redcoats."
the other Ha~rts chm1'., the two being known as the tw~
"Are your parents willing?" asked Diel\ , rooking at thf
Harrys, and ridmg a pair of well-matched sorrels.
boy fixedly.
"Yes, I did,'' was Vick's answer. "I expected that you
"They surely be. I was askin' of 'em ter-day, an' the)
would hear the firing and come on."
-;aid: 'Go erhead an' jine 'em, Hank, an' help yer country, e
"So. we did," spoke up George Brewster, who was a J er- hat's what they said."
a
sey Liberty Boy, as was Jack, "and we were getting ready to
"What is your name?"
start when Ted found us."
"Hank Hawkins, an' I live over Claremont way. I knowe1
The m~jority of the Liberty Boys came from WestchPster yer was here an' I come over ter see yer an' ax yer if a
County, m New York, but there were boys from the Jerseys could jine.'.'
an~ New England, ;i-lso from va~ious parts of the South.
"How old are you?"
Sm;e. rez cudn t kape us m the camp whin we h'arcl
"Sixteen las' Chris'mas, but 'm big fur me age.''
the foiri~ and wor not sure t hat Dick an' the rest av yez
"So it would seem. Can you ride a horse?"
wor not m danger," spoke up Patsy.
"I shorely kin, bareback or any way, standin' up or settil t
"I bet me we was wanted some off dot fun oursellufs " down.''
Carl added, "und so we was corned off choost so fast lige
"Shoot?"
a
-we could alretty."
"W aal, yus, some. I kin take ther eye outer er gray squi1 bo
"Yis, an' all the fun we had was dhrivin' the ridcoats rel at ther top er ther tallest tree 'round yer, and hit e
away afther all," said Patsy dolefully. "That's not foightin' sixn.ence nlumb in ther middle when yer toss et up."
ga
at all."
"Swim?"
an
"Never mind, Patsy," laughed Dick. "We are Jikoly to
"Yus siree, an' keep under 'Water er minnit an' er ha!
'
have plenty of it before long-. Wait till Gates and DeKalb holdin' my breath.''
th~
come up and we attack Camden."
"Run, wrestle and all those things?"
"Well, they ain't one er ther boys 'round hum what tor·
Just then Bet's father and mother drove up in a cart
and were surprised to see the Liberty Boys at the cabin.
' can't wrestle with an' I'm er mazfo' swift runner.''
The boy seemed a trifle boastful, but he was well bl do "
Bet told them what had occurred, and Mrs. Bryce said:
and
evidently strong, and Dick said:
thei
"Wull, I'm much erbleeged ter yer fur takin' keer on ther
"We'll have to see your parents so as to be sure that th
gal an' ther cabin while me 'an' mother was erway, an' I
"]
give
consent,
and
then
we
will
have
to
give you a thoro~
reckon we couldn't ha' done et ez well ourselves."
"1
physical
and
mental
examination.''
"We are all good patriots, sir," said Dick, "and bound
cour
to stand up for each other."
"Shucks, my folks live miles erway, an' ennyhow, ~ in a
"Wull, yer done et proper, this time, shorely," said the said I could jine an' so I come over." .
the ,
settler.
"If you had brought their written consent it would hi
"'I
been sufficient, but I must have something.''
'"y
" 'Spose yer try me an' see ef I'm all rig-ht? Thet
"T
CHAPTER IV.
could go arter it. I'd like ter jine now, fust rate."
want
"There will be no harm in doing- that," said Dick, • king
HANK HAWKINS.
Hank Hawkins rode to the camp with the boys.
"A
The Liberty Boys shortly took their Ieav~ and set out for
As they were riding on, Jim Turner, one of the 11111 Sam
their camp in the swalllll.
said:
. -,
"A:
mitta
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"Come on, Hank, an' see ef yer kin beat me t er that tan
Hank !emained in t~~ camp till af~er dark, ~d then set
tree yonder."
oft;, for his home, pr?m1sm~ to .~·eturn m the m,?rnmg.
"All right," and both boys were off in an instant.
What. do you thr~1k, Dick?,, asked Bob.
Good enough,
Hank distanced Jim by two or three lengths, but Jim was bu,~ noth._ng extraor~mary eh?
.
. .
.
,,
1
not one of the swiftest riders.
.
"He will be, _Bob, if he 1s hones\~,n his mtent10ns.
Presently Lishe Green, another of the boys, said:
But. ~?u ~hmk. he may not be.
11
"I'll race yer on foot ter ther sycamore erhead of us,
Wait, said Dick.
Hank."
"All right," and in a moment both boys were on the ground
ready to go.
CHAPTER V.
Ben Spurlock started them and off they went, Hank getting to the goal a yard ahead of Lishe.
A DIFFERENCE OF OPINION .
"He's an ordinary runner," said Harry Thurber. "Lishe
Green is not one of our best."
The swamp camp of the Liberty Boys was d ifficult to finu
A little farth er on Ben Brand said :
and not easy to approach.
"Here's a good bit of green, Hank. I'll wrestle you if you
Dick was always vigilant, however, and had taught the
like."
boys td be the same.
The two wrestled for several m inutes and at last Hank
Whether they expected an enemy or not the boys always
was thrown.
·
kept a strict watch and pickets were posted all around the
"Ye're ermazin' good wrestler," he said, "betterin' any o' camp.
ther boys 'round hum."
Late that nig·ht, when the fires had burned low and all was
"And Ben doesn't cons~der himself very good," observed 'quiet, Ben Spurlock, on picket near
the usual approach to the
Harry Judson to his chum.
c2.mp, heard footst eps.
They reached a creek in the swamp, and Ralph Gray, one
He was about to challenge the intruders when he heard
of the boys, said :
someone say in a hoarse whisper:
"Come in swimming, Hank. We're near the ·camp now,
"D'yer think this is ther place, Ezry ?"
and it's warm."
"Waal I dunno, Hi. 'Pears like et was as ther boy de"AJI r:.ght, I'm willin' ef you be," and Hank jumped down scribed, 1but I don't see no fires nor nothin' like
er camp.''
and began to undress.
"D'yer 'spect we may have come wrong, Ezry ?"
Both boys were st ripped in a few moment s.
"I don't guess so, Hiram. 'We're be'n ercomin' _iest ther
"A little too heavy," said Jack.
wav ther boy described, an'-what's thet, fur goodness
"Yes, but he is not so badly buHt." "'
sake?"
"He is not a perfect fo1m by any means," r emarked
An owl had hooted from a tree not far away, apparently.
Ben.
"Huh! thet's nuthin' but er squinch owl. Yer aren't
"Ralph is cleaner limbed and yet he is not a model," added erskeered er thet, be yer?"
Sam.
"No, but et sounded so oncommon sudden, that-there she
Ralph dove and Hank was after him in a moment, stay- goes ergin."
ing unQer a minute, while Ralph remained twenty seconcrs
"Huh! they a :n•t no camp here. I reckon we hain't went
longer.
fur enuff. Gosh! listen ter them bulJfrogs !"
They swam across and back, Hank's stroke being easy but
"Reckon we hain't. Nobody wouldn't camp in such er place
not out of the ordinary.
ez thet."
"Fairly good swimmer," remarked Sam.
"Thet's so, so they wouldn't," and Ben heard the steps re"Yes, but nothing to Jack or you or a score more of the treating.
boys."
The hooting of the owl and the croak of the frogs had
"Very true, but he is not so bad, you might say.''
beE>n the Liberty Boys signalling to one another.
When the boys had dressed Phil Waters. one of the LibThey used a code made up of natural sounds and could
erty Boys, handed Hank a pistol and, pointing to a bird on thus communicate to each other with
no enemy be~ng tirn
a t ree at a little distance, said:
w:ser.
"Hit him, Hank."
As the strangers moved away in the semi-darkneRR. there
"Huh! that's er , easy shot," and Hank, aft er taking a long being a half-rnoon and a few stars,
Dick Slater followed ,
ai m. fired.
silently and swiftly.
He hit the bird in the wing and brought it down.
There were strangers about, but whether. they were ene"Nothing amazing about that," laughed Jack quietly. "He mies or not remained to be seen.
would have been no shot at all if he had missed.''
The men went on for some Ii.ttle distance, when Hiram
"Re is fairlv irood at everything, but n othing extra at any- stopned, l" ghted a short cob pipe
and muttered:
thing,'' repl:ed Mark.
"'Pears to me thet thPr e's
"No, but he is generally good and perhaps above the aver- 'spoRe ther boy was lyin' ?" less sign on 'em nor ever. D'yer
age of boys of his acquaintance , and that has m ade him
"Huh! he hadn't no call t er lie, Hiram. He'll get er reboastful."
ward fur bringing of ther r edcoats here, won't he?"
It was now only a short time before sunset and Patsy be-"Er course, but we wanted ter make shore. He seen ther
gan preparations for supper, assisted by Carl, J im, Lishe ,camp, but he mought ha' given
us ther wrong dfrections.''
and a few others.
·
"What fur?"
·
"You had better st ay to supper, Hank," said Dick, "and
"Not a puppus, er course, but couldn't he be mistook, same
then you can r'de home and come back in the morning."
ez ennyone else?"
"Ain't yer goin' ter gimme no 'samination, what yer
"Yes, I 'spose he might. Let's look furder an' then, ef we
torked erbout ?" Hank asked.
find et, we k'n fetch ther soger s here ourselves an' rout out
"You'll do well enough, Hank, and I have no doubt you'll ther pesky rebels right peart.''
do better, with practice. You get your parents' cons_ent and
The men moved on, going farther and faxther from the
then we'll sweax you in.''
camp.
"Let me .iine ther Liberty Boys, yer mean?"
"Someone has found our camp
to betray us to
"Yes, you must take the oath, swear to fight for your the enemy," was Dick's thought. and"I wants
wonder who it could
country whatevex happens and to stand by the Liberty Boys be? "
in all that is right and to give your life, if nec!essary, for
He had paused, listening to the footsteps of the men which
the cause of freedom.''
grew fainter and fainter.
"That's takin' ther ·oath, is it?"
"They are going farther from the camp," he thought.
"Yes.''
"They will never find it that way.''
"That's all right, I'll promise all them things, 'cause I
After a time, however, he heard the steps com'mg back.
want ter drive ther xedcoats out ari' make Cornwallis an' ther
"'Taint that 'ere way ertall, Ezry, but where in time is
king go ter their own country.''
et?"
"A little hazy on some points,'' chuckled Ben Spurlock to
"Thet's what I'd lige ter know, m'self. I was sure we was
Sam and the two Harrys, "but he seems honest enough.''
goin' ther right way, 'cordin' ter what ther boy said.''
"As far as we have 'seen,'' answered Sam in a non-com- · "Waal, let's hunt some more.' then."
mittal tone.
The men went on, Dick following silently.
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All was dark and still, the fires gave no light, the sentries
"Hallo!" he cried. "What's that feller <loin' in here? He's
maae no sound and only the occasional hoot of an owl could er Tory er ther wust kind!"
be heard.
The Libert y Boys were all interested and many of them
The men went well past the point where they had first exchanged s ·g·nificant glances.
approached the camp, but were no wiser than before.
'"I ain't er Tory nuther!" retorted Hank "I'm er patriot,
Dick did not follow them far past this point, but let tnem an' I'm goin' ter be er Liberty Boy. Ther cap'n says so. go on.
.
"Ye're er Tory, Hank Williams. I know yer an' yer ain't
Many minutes passed and he returned to the camp.
goin' ter be no Libe1ty Boy uf I kin help it."
S~ 11 more time flew by. and nothing was heard of the men. '
"How is th"s, Hank?" asked Dick. "You said your name
Dick had r eturned to his t ent, the boys being instructed to was Hank Hawkins?"
keep as careful a watch as before.
"'So et it, an' I live in Claremont, same eR I told ver."
"Who were the fellows, do you suppose Dick?" asked Bob.
"Yer don't, nuther," sputtered Ted. "Yer live" bout er
"I don't know. Enemies, no doubt, s'ince they spoke of mile erway an' yer name is Hank Williams, .an' ole Ezry
leading the redcoats here."
· W~}Jiams is the wust Tory jn the deestrick."
"Who could have sent them?"
Waal, I know thet, but he ain't my pap. I was bound
"I Jon't know."
out ter him an' folks called me Hank Williams, but he 'vasn't
"Do you think it was Hank Hawkins?"
my pap all ther same. Now my time is up an' I ain't goin'
"His name was not ment·oned once Bob."
ter have nuthin' more ter do with h im."
"But what other strange boy has been to the camp? It
"Is that true, Hank?" asked Dick
could not be Ted Brvce ?"
"Yas it is, an' Ted Bryce is makin' er big mistake, an' ef
"No, he would never betray us."
he wasn't littler'n me, I'd lick him."
"Hank Hawkins was the only other boy that has been in
"Th"nk a minute, Ted," said Dick. "Did you ever heat
the camp to-day."
·
·
Hank say a word against the patriots?"
"They did not say that their informant was in tne camp. . "I dunno as I di?, but they allus called him Hank Wil'rhey said he had seen it."
hams, an' there's h$ brother, young Ezry, what ha:s--"
"Then vou don't think it was Hank?"
·
"Ezry ain't my brother," said Hunk. "He's ole Ezry's
"I don't know," simply.
boy, an' he's. er sneak, an' I've licked h im morc'n once.
"You were not very favorably impressed with him?"
I tell yer I a·n't no Tory, an' I'll get a dozen good patriots
"He is a boaster, but that is not such a terrible fault. Ex- ter prove et!"
perience will cure him of that."
"I believe the boy is telling the truth," said Dick to him"Very true, and he might make a very good Liberty Boy, self.
if he was honest in his intentions, you said."
"Yes, so I did."
"But do you th ink he is?" persisted Bob.
"I can't tell yet. We did not give him any crucial test,
CHAPTER- VI.
only the ord·nary ones."
. "H'm! I'm puzzled myself, Dick. I set him down as a
A GOOD DEFENCE.
boaster myself, and not over intelligent, but I could not t ell
iJ he was honest or not."
The Liberty Boys were div ided in their opm10ns concemNo more was heard of the two prowlers that night. and it ing H ank..
.
was very evident that they had given up trying to find the
Some believed Ted and some, seemg the boy's earnestness,
camp.
·
be)!eved as Dick did. .
,,
.
:
"
,,
Early the next morning Hank returned.
"Let us hear both ::ndes, said Dlck.
Now then, Ted ..
"'You did not st;;iy at home very long" said Mark who met
Waal, all I know is that he was allers called Hank W ·lhim.
'
·
Iiams, an' I 'sposed ole Ezry was his pap, an' young Ezry
"No I ju<:t .,. 0 t the~ paper an' come on fast as I could,,
';'as his brother. They did fight, surely, an' Hank allers
' · · "
·
hcl·ed Ezry "
"Oh, you got a paper?"
.~
·
.
.
.
.
·
"Yas pap anrl mam couldn't come so they just signed er
. But you never heard Hank say a word against the pa' , . .
,,
•
· ·
tr1ots?"
p::tp~r an gwe it t er me.
'
I "I dunno ez I did, but, livin' with Tories an' bein' !mowed
. Dick prefently came up and Hank, dismounting, handed , as Hank Williams, I 'sposed he was like ther rest."
him. a folded p:;iper.
"They called me Willian1's Hank more'n thev did Hanl~
Dick opened it and read:
Williams. Me an' young Ezry was' all ther t :me bickerin' er"W th
d ·
cl J
h H
H k.
d H
h bout Tories. He called me el' rebel, an' I said I wasn"l:, an'
. e, . e u:i ers1g-ne , osep
enry aw ns .an
anna licked him."
l\Iana, his wife. parents of Joseph Henry lfawkins, 2d, com"Yas I know yer did but I didn't know what et was fur."
m_only call<•d Hank, do give our consent to his joining the
"My' folks bounded 'me out t er ol e E zry t er larn ther
Liberty Boys.
millin' trade, for a sartin' time," Hank cont·nued. "Et was
"J ~~He~h HhenMry . HaH·wkik~· ~r.,
up ther furst er August, an' I be'n er watchin' fur el' chanst
anna
aria aw ,ns.
ter be er soger ever sence."
"
.
,,
.
.
"'Has Ezra Williams a crony named Hiram?" asked Dick.
.. That seems to be perfectly satisfactory, Ha~k, ?~'aid D1ck. j "Yas, he has, ole Hi Curtis, one er t her wust ole Tories in
\Jrn paper was made out for your f?lks to s1~.
ther kentry."
Ye~,
ther scl;oolmn,~ter. Pap an mam ham t had much
"Did you tell anyone that you were going to our camp yes·
scl~oolm, no more n me.
t erday ?"
. Well, make y_oursel~ at. hon;-,e. Hank. We'll attend to the
'.'Yas, I .. did. I t~le young Ezry, _an' I tole ~im I wuz
rest of the business m time.
gom' ter Jine ther Liberty Boys, an' tbat ,,·e'd drive out all
"Then I ain't er Liberty Boy yet?"
the Tories an' redcoats. I licked him fust."
"No, not yet."
"Did he follow you to the camp?"
"But I'm go·n• ter be?"
"I dunno ez he did. Ef I'd ha' knowed et, I'd ha' licked
"After you take the oath,'' and Dick walked away, say- him ergin, 'cause he's er sneak."
ing:
"Do you know that I overheard Williams and Curtis try·
"Go and ask Patsy for something to eat, Hank. Tether ing to find our camp last night and talking about a boy who
your horse anywhere."
told them where it was?"
Bob looked at the horse and said to Dick:
I "Great snakes, did yer, Cap'n? 'l'hen young Ezry did faller
"'That ho rse has been traveling some. Hank must have me an' tole his p::tJJ an' ole Hi. He'd -send ther redcoats
kept him on the go."
here in er minute. ire tole me he would."
Then Patsy said to Dick a little later:
"You did not see Williams or Hi after you left here?"
"Sure, the. bye wor hungry an' no gettin' 'round it. The
"Honest an' true, I didn't, Cap'n!" earnestly. "I just rid
horse wor in nade av a boite himself, but ther bye wudn't ax ez fast ez I could, g·ot Hi.er schoolmaster ter ~raw up t_her
me for it."
paper, an' had ther ole folks sign ~t, an' then nd back :v1thfiank was rubbing Jown his horse when Ted Bryce came I out stoppin' fur breakfast or nothm', so's t er lose no time.•
into the camp, riding bareback, as before.
"Where did you _get the horse. Hank?"
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an
1
"I reckon et will," said Hank, honestl y, and with such
after I was outer my time with ole
boys all laughe d again.,
the
that
ion
convict
of
air
't
wouldn
He
.
noth.n'
aside
• Thet ole Tory wouldn 't gimme
"He's a good-n athered feller, annyho w," said Patsy
e a suit er clothes ."
amiss the lesson he's been
take
don't
he
"an'
Brand,
Ben
to
Ted?"
en,
mistak
"Don't you think you may have been
the day."
1 learnin '
He
I>ick ask'ed.
"No, he doesn't , and I guess he's brave besidest. Ted."
often,
"Shouldn't wonder, Cap'n. I didn't see Hank so
himsel f a)l;ains
ing
defend
was
he
when
well
up
showed
Tory,
er
the
livin' so fur off, an' I natcha lly 'sposed he wuz
"So he did, Bin, an' sorra a th"ng did he howld a;:?;in
li'Vin' with Ezry William s ez he did , ~n' bein' called Hank bye afther, aither. "
William s."
"No, he did not, for he ,saw that Ted was honest about
"And you are sorry you called him a Tory?"
it."
"Yas, I be, fur I kin see th et he ain't one."
Dick presen tly came out and said :
" said
rout
"Ef yer're sorry, I ain't got nuthiri ' ter say furder,patr.ot
"The redcoa ts are going to try and find our camp toHank
er
good
ez
I'm
all.
that's
,
mistook
was
that
Hank. "Yer
Tories
very
these
ard
overhe
father
Ted's
out.
us
ez you be, an' I'd like ter drive ther king an' Gin'ral Corn,
ther told of talking about it."
d Ben.
wallis an' Tatleto n an' all ther redcoa ts an' To1·ies outer
"But they did not find our camp last n·ght" observe
Carolinas."
e we ' vere watchf ul, but they might find it
becaus
"No,
"
Hank?
me,
ergin
nothin'
up
"An' yer don't hold
s as t hey do."
bl~e to-c!ay, knowin g as much about swamp
"No, I don't, an' I'll shake bands onto et. I clo;1't all."
trne."
"Very
that's
k,
mistoo
lly
natcha
just
yer none, but you was
"I am going to reconn oiter and see if they are really comThe two boys then shook hands amL the Liberty Boys, .who inp;, and then we can prel)are for them or change our
lustily.
him
cheered
were now all on Hank's s·cle,
camp."
"I got suthin' ter tell yer e1·bout ther redcoa ts Cap'n," Ted : "Not a bad idea."
,
now said. "Thet's what I come over fur."
Dick took Bob, Mark, Ben, Sam, Jack and the two Harrys
reDick took 'feel tc nis tent '\ ti1 Bob and Mark, Hank
said:
then
and
1
rnaining 'vi th the rest of the boys.
"Come with us, Hank. Ted is going."
the
"Let me give you a bit of advite, Hank;" said Bob to
"Waal, I don't mind ef I do," repl;ed Hank, greatly
·
boy.
pleased .
"What's thet ?"
do.
can
you
things
"Don't boast and tell about all the b;g
Let other people ftncl them out for themse lves."
CHAP TER VII.
"Yer mean thet I mustrt 't blow my own horn too much,
don't yer ?"
PUT TO THE TEST.
"That's it," with a laugh.
up
come
don't
you
when
~
trouble
into
you
get
to
likely
"It's
The boys rode off a t an easy gait, Har:k and Ted kcepin
Jack.
t o the standa rd you've set for yourse lf," addeddon't
of friends .
best
the
now
being
and
r
togethe
yer?"
and
"Reckon yer mean I'd be givin' short weight '
h ~e';l-c~n~ Tecl's hous:~~ the-, le1 t hi:n, b!kecl with Bet
·
H:-ink asked.
.
on.
r?de
then
an~!
•
i
.mothe
and
ei
a cer- er fat
"Yes, and that's cheatin g. If you say vou cana do
!'lank went with them, nd.ng a little to one side.
1 ar."
they
tain thing and can't do it, the boys will .call youthings
They had gone about a mile beyond the housebywhel)pretty
some
do
kin
i
but
so,
the road"Huh! I reckon thet's
I c!lme sudden ly upon a party of redcoa ts halted
w"
ennyho
with
been
I've
boys
good L tterin' ther
be the b~st. ·com~ on back." SIC~~·
"Maybe so, but that ·may not
Iher.e were nearly t,\'enty of them, and as soon as they
.
"All right," with a good-n atured laugh.
.
_Dick they gave chase.
saw
Harry Thurbe r started the h\•o boys.
rough lookmg- men .w~1om ~1ck took
two
were.
them
With
Hank
met
and
tree
the
d
Jack seemed to fairly fly, rounde
to be the two Tories he had followe d the m~11t be.tore.
sl:.outed.
on his way back.
"~rter 'e::n, ketch. thcr pcskv . •otmg rel-~ls ! 't';cy
him
threw
and
hiin
Then H·arry Thurbe r wrestle d with
Boys wheele d m a momen t and
Liberty
the
and
Dick
t hree times in as many minute s.
t h , th b
f th e dashed
t .
H · k ,, . d J
cl h t"
"H. ahead
It was th e same wi'th ri'd·mg an s oo mg, a score o
urry, an , cne ac1c, r ying o e. fl e oy.
the others, and became
as
boys doing better than Hank
speedy
Hank's horse was not as
; t t th creek an cl. w11en H an k . saw tl1e c1ean- confuse d as well.
.h
e
T
o
"en
ey
.
In a short time some of t he redcoa ts shot by· him and then
t an ounce
limbed , deep-ch ested, strong- armed boys, ~withou
was surroun ded.
he
I
of superfh~ous flesh on tJrnm, he was astorns hed.
was dragge d from hi$ horse and one of the stran1<ers
He
'
adv:;nbest
he
t
to
m
sw
to
how
him
'
When, tirny showed
said:
with
show
tage, how to breath e and ~ow t o make ~he most
1
rebel w!1at's been workin ' for us. He
young
ther
"Thet's
.
,,
ed..
stotns.h
a
~o~·e
th~ le~st_ effort, ~e, was still
Liberty Boys ls."
lal 1' ~e said knows where th e1· camp e1· ther
I ieck~n I ham t kn~wedi· e1~. mhuch arter
asl:cd one pr the ofllC'ers ,,ho had besiege d
bov?"
vou,
"Do
beat
kn
le~s
fe
_vou
y,
W
ng.
frankly , V\hen he was, dress
yer the Br.yce cabin the day before.
me out all holler, an ter look at yer m Ye.r umfort ns
"Won't tell yer!" said the bey jn a rlecided tone.
don't seem no strong er'n me."
"Are you sui·e he knows, Mr.. William s ?" a~ked the officer.
know
"We
"That's becaus e you don't know," said Jack. you, and we 1, "Er course he does. Didn't he te] my boy yes'day thet
at
·
· ·
·
pretty well what you could do by lookmg ay."
he was en1;oin' there? "
did not put the best boys agains t you yesterd
he?"
"Did
d
laughe
yer?"
"Huh! Sorter lettin' me down easy, wasn't
go
"He shorely did, an' E zry followed h'm an' seen him
et
find
ter
tried
Hi
Hank.
an'
:me
an'
ct,
erbout
me
told
in an'
had
rebers
youn""
"Yes, that's about it."
ther
reckon
I
't.
couldn
but
evenin'
I'd las'
·
~
·
"Well, I reckon yer knowed best," though tfully. "Ef dis- changed th~ir quarter s."
Slater
seed yesterd ay what you all could do I'd be'n plumb
Dick
"an'
Hank,
said
"
badn't,
they
"Well, then,
couraged." '
d yer."
followe
an'
n'
ertalki
yer
heerd
but
added,
Jack
boys,"
"You can do as well as lots of the
"He did, hey?"
than
didn't
t here are more that are better. There are some better
"Yas, he did, an' he knowed what yer wanted , but
I,
I am, or Harry or Ben, whom you have seen to-clay."
Ther camp was there jest ther same, but yer d:dn't
on.
Jet
"I want ter know!"
/ know et."
"Why, Bob Estabr ook can stay under water nearly three
"Is et there now?"
deer."
a
like
minute s and can run
tell yer!"
"Won't
"Faster 'n you?"
"But yer know where et is?"
"Yes, easily."
"Won't tell yer!"
"Dew tell!" cried Hank in great surpris e.
yer jined ther Liberty Boys?"
"Have
ed:
continu
Jack
The boys all laughe d and
tell yer!" obstina tely.
"Won't
o
t
lot
a
got
you've
but
Hank,
"You'll get on all right,
was with 'em, an' yer must have. Where 's U.yer
"Well,
eimprov
the
ahd
on
keep
learn. Don't be discour aged, but
rebel?"
young
yer
~camp,
ment you make will surpris e you."

"Pat> gave him ter me
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"Won't tell yer nuthin', Ezry Williams, an' ther next time
The redcoats leaped upon their horses and flew after the
I see young Ezry I'm ergoin' t er lick him fe r follerin' of plucky boys.
me."
Crack-crack-crack!
"We'll manage this stubborn young r ebel," said the officer.
They wer e just mounting as they were signalled.
"I think we will be able to get something out of him."
.. Fire!" cried Dick.
.
They ent ered an open wood a little off t he road and then . The dauntless la ds sent in a rattling volley and were off like
Hank was put bn his horse with his arms bound behind him. : the wind.
H e was led under a tree and a rope halte1· put around his
J a ck had cut the cords about Hank's arms, as well as the
neck, and the encl t hrown over a low limb and knotted.
noose about his neck.
"Now then, tell m e where the Libert y Boys are encamped,"
Then he had leaped upon his own beautiful mare and went
said the office r.
off like the wind.
"I won't do et! " doggedly.
The .boys sent Hank ahead and kept his horse up to his
"You know, don't yo u ?"
paces.
The volley they had fi red at the redcoats had caused great
"I won't t ell yer. I won't tell yer nothin!" with persistent
firmness. ·
confusion and it was some little time before their line was
"You have been to their ca mp, and you were with them straightened out.
'
this morning. Where is it? "
By that time the resolute youths had gained quite a lead.
"Won't t ell yer, I said."
.
Hank's ho rse could not keep up for long the pa ce they
"Et's somewhere's north er Sander's Creek, ain't et?" I were putting him to, and Dick was about to take to the
asked Hiram. "That's where we was lookin' las' night."
woods to mislead the redcoats, when he saw that they were
"Won't tell yer."
no longer following.
"Have they changed et sence we was lookin' ?" asked Ezra.
?'he b?YS slackened their pace, therefore, and rode on at a
"Won't t ell yer, no matter how often yer ask me, so yer ga it which Hank could keep at.
might ez well save yer breath."
Reaching Bet's house they listened and heard nothing.
"You are a rebel, aren't you?" the r edcoat a sked.
"They have g iven it up," said Dick. "We have nothing to
"No I ain't I'm er patriot
We dunno nuthin' erbout fear from them at present."
rebels:"
'
·
"Gosh! but thet was er close shave!" said Hank, turning
"And we're go' ng to hang every rebel we catch."
suddenly pale and trembling.
Hank said nothing.
·
. He would have fallen from his horse h.ad not Jack on one
"Don't you want to save your life ?"
si1,e and Mark .on ,~h e _othe~ sup~,orted him.
"Not by doin' ennything mean or sneakin' !" firmly.
Hank Hawkms, . said D~ck.
You ~,re a hero and I am
"Tell us where the camp is and we will let you go."
pr~ud to have you ~n ,,the .Liberty Boys. . . .
.
"
Hank bit his lip and made no reply.
Thank yer, C~p n, said Hank, blush ing hke a girl, an'
" If you don't we will hang you as sure as you are setting ez long as I'm with yer, I'll do ther best I know how."
here."
Hank remained silent.
"If one of us were t o give your h or se a sudden cut he
vrould dash away. Where would you be ?"
CHAPTER VIII.
Hank still maintained a stolid silence.
"Get me a whip !" stormed the officer. "I will t each this
HANK JOINS THE LIBERTY BOYS.
stubborn young clog that when I say a thing, I mean it and
s
will keep my word !"
Bet and Ted and the old folks were glad to know that
One of the men handed him a riding whip.
Hank had stood the test so well.
a
"\\; ilJ you tell me where the camp is? " '
"I'm sorry I called yer a Tory, Hank," said Ted, "but It.
didn't know as much then as I do now."
"No!"
"Not if you hang for it?"
"Never mind, Ted," said Hank, who was himself again, andtl
as happy as could be, "things did look bad, I must allow."
"No!"
The angry redcoat br ought the whip down savagely upon
"There were some things which looked strange to me ">i
admitted Dick, "but I was willing to give you the benefit ~:b:
the horse's fl ank.
the doubt."
In an instant he dashed fo rwa rd as if stung.
je
"So you ill'ere," said Bob.
Simultaneou sly a ha lf dozen sharp shots rang out.
"I wasn't .a ltogether satisfied, either," added Mark, "but11
The rope, drawn t aut, was st ruck in one place a foot above
Jack said you would improve on acquaintance and so you
Hank's head.
B<
E very shot was fired at that one point and not one have."
The boys at length rode on to the camp, Hank in highl<
missed it.
spirits.
m
As Hank's horse dashed away, the rope was cut as if by
A~ they neared the swamp they saw a rough looking boy
a knife.
commg along the road. on. foot. .
m
The boys had been hiding in the bushes waiting for just . He seemed to be. prymg mto this place and that as if try· •
such an opportunit y.
mg to find somethmg.
·
vi·
The two Harrys were waiting not far away with the . "Thet's you~g Ezry,". said Hank, "an•· I'm goin' ter lik~e
1
horses.
him fur follerm' me, hke I promised."
l
When it was seen t hat the redcoat s were not in pursuit,
He darted ahead, leaped off his horse, seized the other boJng
Dick hact gone back with some of the boys to see what had by the collar, gave him a shaking and said: ·
']
befallen Hank Hawkins.
"Y~r've ~een foll erin' of me, yer little sneak, an' tryin'r
They w; tnessed how well h e stood the t est he was sub· ter git me mter trouble, an' I'm goin' ter lick yer!"
"Yer cain't do et!" snarled the other, shaking Hank off. ie~
jected
to, and admired him for it.
He was big-ger than Hank, but the latter was undaunte4 'I
When Dick saw Hank's peril he signalled to the others
and determined to keep his word.
·
just where to fire and they all h eeded.
.
E
I
.
IOT
All owmg
As Hank's horse shot out into the road Jack Warren
zra on y t ime enough to get on his guard, ~e 1
sprang up, took a flying leap and landed on his back just flew at the boy and began pummelling him vigorously.
behind Hank.
The boys sat in their saddles and watched the fight witi D
interest.
~~t
Then he seized the reins and guided the animal.
At last, g-iving a yell of rage and pain, the Tory boy broke,..'
Dick, Bob, Iviark and t he rest were after him like a flash.
.1 v
For a moment t he redcoats were taken utterly by sur- away and took to his heels.
Paus:ng at a safe distance he began to hurl abuse af1_1 E
prise.
Hank, who said:
Li
Then they f ell back, thinking they were attacked by a
"Hard words don't break no bones, but ef yer don't kee;se1
large party.
er civil tongue in yer head, you'll git ernother lickin' an "I
By the time th ey had recovered from their surprise the learn how ter behave yerself."
·
Po1
daring fellows were off.
Ezra took himself away and Hank got on his horse, and "Y
After them!" hissed the officer.
went on into the camp with the boys.
"E
"Y
s
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•As long as you promised Ezra's father that you would
"Sure it's not that soort av change we want. It's a change
give the boy a thrashing the next time you met him it was av diet we want."
well to keep your word, Hank," said Dick, "but avoid mere
"Was dot so?"
brawls as much as you can."
"Yis, I've been feedin' yez on pitaties an' bacon an' yez
"Yas, Cap'n. Thet feller has put upon me lots er times, must have chickens an' geese an' a foine roast av beef."
but when I said I'd lick him, I've allus done et an' he knows
"Ya, dot was all right, but where you was got dem ?"
et, tew."
"Come ahead an' we'll get him all roight."
"I'll teach you how to use your fists to better advantage,
"You t'ought I was going to brought dot ox on mein shoulold man," said Jack. "You waste a lot of energy as it is der home. I don't was e in wagon."
now, and tire yourself out without need."
"Come on wid yez, sure we have to foind thim forst."
"Huh! seems ter me I'll be learnin' suthin' all ther time,"
Then off they went with their muskets over their shoulders
laughed Hank.
and mounted on their horses.
"Well, you seem to be willing at any rate, and that is
Patsy at length heard something in ther bushes and, dissomething."
mounting, said:
When they dismounted Jack took Hank aside and said:
"Wh "sht! There's a bear now. That do be foine."
"Now we will have a friendly fight, using our open hands,
Both the comical fellows went into the bushes and presand I'll show you some blows."
ently they saw something brown coming toward them.
They stripped to their shirts and the lesson began.
"Foire, Cookyspiller!" cried Patsy, raising his weapon.
Hank was astonished to find how little he knew about usThere was a sudden bellow, and then Carl threw up Patsy's
ing his fists and how often Jack could hit him without get- musket.
t ing a blow in return.
"Hold oud ! dot was somebody's callef been!" shouted Carl.
He kept his temper, however, which was most important
Patsy's piece was discharged, and then the calf, with anand began to pick up points rapidly.
other bellow, charged at Patsy and bowled him over.
"Some of the boys will give you lessons in fighting,
"Here, what yer doin' on?" a man shouted, and then a
wrestling, swimming and all those things," said Jack. "I'll farmer hove in sight.
t each you myself."
"Dot Batsy was t'ought dot was ein bear been und was
"Waal, when I look back an' see what I didn't know," went to shooted him," laughed Carl.
laughed Hank, putting on his coat, "I reckon I must ha'
"Sure Oi do be thinkin' he wor a whole herd av cattle be
been er reglar calf."
the way he wint over me," ro a red Patsy, gett·ng up.
"You're got to be a calf befo're you can be a bull," laughed
"Waal, I've been fattenin' of him, an' seein' you Liberty
Jack.
\ Boys are pooty good fellers an' air do in' good work fur yer
"Thet's so, an' er pup erfore er hound, but I never knowed country, I reckon I better let yer have him, 'cause yer gotter
I hadn't growed any."
eat, same ez other fellers."
"Oh, well, you'll know it now," was Jack's reply, "and
"Thank yez koind,\Y. sor. Come on, Cookyspiller, an' help
we'll make a fine fellow of you. You have the makings of m7, catc1!- th~, ba~te.
one in you."
All nght, said Carl.
The interest that the Liberty Boys took in each other and
the help that all were ready to give to their comrades was
a fine thing for the body as a whole, and to this friendly
pirit was owing the harmony existing among the boys.
.
CHAPTER IX.
Dick Slater was their captain, but Dick was ready with
dvice or help for the weakest or the strongest, and no disFOOLING THE REDCOATS.
tinctions were made.
The one hundred boys were thoroughly united in everyIt was not so easy a matter to catch that calf as Patsy
hing and in this union they found their strength.
imagined.
There were no quarrels, for every one of the boys con\. v'hen he had bowled Patsy over and had gone bellowing
idered the r· ghts of all the rest and each was bound by his through the wood, he had put his foot into the nest of some
ath to stand by the rest in everything that was right.
hornets.
A kindly spirit, consideration for others and a thorough j The insects had swarmed a round him and increased his
evotion to the cause of liberty were the bonds that kept terror, causing him to run at a gallop.
he boys together, and they were united, indeed.
Patsy and Carl came upon him at the edge of the wood,
Half an houl' before dinner, Dick called up all the Liberty 1 tossing his head and stamp"ng his fe et.
oys and in the presence of the band of young patriots, 1 Then the hornets began to fly around Patsy, much to his
ank Hawkins took the oath of allegiance and swore to be annoyance.
ne of them.
.
"Go away wid yez, yer fate are hot!" cried Patsy, waving
Then the boys all shook hands with Hank and he was a his arms wildly about him.
roud boy indeed.
"Shtop off dot, you was shooed dose yellow shackets ofer
They gave him a musket and pistols and fitted h"m out by me alretty," cried Carl.
.
.
.
ith a uniform and, as he had a fairly g ood horse of his own, I ~atsy kept on and the calf, seemg him commg, suddenly
e was well provided with evel'ything nece8sa rv.
wh1sked about and charged at Carl.
During the afternoon Dick, Bob and Mark took out scout"Shtop a leedle!" cried Cal'l, trying to catch that frisky
g part.es in different directions.
calf.
They wished to see if the British were making advances or
The animal ran into him and _upsE'.t him, fat as he was.
the Tories, their allies, were up to mischief, and to get
Car: managed to get hold of his tail, however, and hung on
ews of Gates and DeKalb.
desperately.
Hank Hawk"ns went with Mark's partv.
The two hu~dred pounds of the fat German boy prevented
l They saw some Tories, but the latter made no demonstra- 1h m from makmg great prog ress, but . Carl was dragged over
·on against them and Williams and Cul'tis were not to be the ground nevertheless.
..
~ een
'
·
j ":t\ow wud yez look at that?" roa red Patsy.
Howld on,
:
Doochy, yez'll be all right av his tail doesn't come out."
il
Dick's party saw no new movement. on the part of the r~d- : Carl collided with a stump, but held on, and then Patsy
Oi)-ts, and Bob reported that everytlm~g seemed t~ be. ~met. came up and caught the calf.
a We d~ no~ know how long this will last, howevei, ob- 1' "V1'aal, yer had lots er fun, didn't yel'?" laughed the farm~rved Dick, and we must be prepared for a change at any ei·, coming up. "I never seed him so frisk y before."
.me."
I "Sure it wor behind where he wor frisky. D:d yez see his
Later Patsy, who was the company cook, said to Carl. his heels fioy phwin Cookeyspiller had him be the tail?"
p separable companion:
The farm er gave the boys a rope and they led the fatted
"Did yez moind phwat Dick was sayin' this afthernoon, 1 calf back to the camp, where the boys would eventually feast
ookyspiller?"
upon it.
d "Ya, what dot was?" returned Carl.
That night Hank was on picket duty at the edge of the
"He said we must be ready for a change."
camp near the creek.
"Ya, I heard me dot. How much change you want? I
He had been instructed to challenge anyone he heard apa s got sixpence."
oroaching, and to fire if the challenge was not obeyed.

I

I

I

I

I.
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the enemy disIt was ri. new experience to Hank, and he felt anxious. ! The boys could s2e the scarlet uniforms of
in.
swarming
came
they
as
tinctly
there
length
at
when
He had heard nothing for some tine
They could even have picked off some of the officers, ~o
came the sound of a stealthy footfall along the bank of the
pla nly were they seen.
·
·
creek.
Dick Slater had always taught them not to take life unHank listened for a few moments, and then said:
necessarily, however, and not a shot was fired.
"Hallo there who be you an' where yer goin'? Halt!"
the redcoats w~re
"That 'yew, Hank?" asked someone. "I wanter speak ter I T~e boys . hun_ied away s!lently while
their spite by teann~ down shacks and thro\1·1ng
1 ventmg
yer er mlnnit. Come out here wh ere I kin tork ter yer."
belong ng
"Who be yer? vVhat yer doin' 'round th's here camp. them on. the fires and destroymg a few useless
behmd.
You git erway mighty quick or I'll put er bullet inter yer I left
The redcoats did not follow, fearing an ambush , and Ezr
·
·
skin."
the boys for hav
Even if one passed Hank, he would have to get by other · ~Villiams and Hira.m Curti~ l.oudly berated
I mg run away without g1vmg t~e redcoats a chance to
sentries, which would be a more difficult task.
"Don't yer know me? I'm Bill Perkins, over ter Clare- thrash th em, as they expressed 1t.
here <lestick poot
mont. Con;e out here, l got suthin' ter tork ter yer erbout." 1 "Never mind, we'll get 'em outer this
Ezra.
"I dunno any Bill Perkins 'cept er rank Tr)]'y, an' I soon, yew see ef we don't," stormed oldchase,"
retorted a
"You have led us on a wild goose
ain't erlookin' ter sech. Get ~uter here in less'n five seconds
officer angrily, "and the neKt time you want the young rebel
or I'll shoot. One--two-t hree--"
There was a sudden rush toward Hank, and as a fire be- routed, you can do it yourself."did yer?" snorted Hiram
hind him leaped up he saw half a dozen da1k forms running ! "Yer didn't have ter come,
"They was here ter-night, an' we come r:ght erway an' tol
toward him.
yer, didn't we?"
He fired upon the instant.
ennyhow ?'
There was a yell, and then the men, for such they were, ! "'What's ther matter with yew redcoats,
Ezra.
snarled
suddenly t urned and flecl.
'em an' the
One fell into the creek, another tumbled over a stump, I "Oh, they want us ter find ther rebels fur
I fight 'em. All they think of is amoosin' o' themselves i
and the rest made aa haste to get away.
"Huh! didn't ketch me, did yer?" laughed Hank. "Yer Camden. · They don't wanter fight."
impudent beg~ars, 01· w
spected. I, was goin' o~,t there ter tork ter yer an' then yer ."Take yoursel~ out of here, :voustormed
the ofl'iccr. ·
will hang you without ceremony,"
was gom ter nab me.
The fires burned themselves out, \Yhile the redcoats re·
"Did you recognize any of them, Hank?" asked Mark, comturned to their camps or to Camden, soundly berating thft
.
ing forward.
for noth
"Yas, I seed ole E zry and H1, but they got erway putty Tories for having led the:;1 on a long night march
I
ing.
su~)den. .One. feller f.ell i~ter ther creek."
"We could return to the old camp in the morni:ig and rn
Who 1s Bill Perkms?
"There's a feller over our way by thet name, but I dunno one suspect our being there," laughed Bob. have fooled tht
"So we could," retorterl Dick, "but we
h im Yery well, an' he's a Tory, ennyhow."
redcoats this t'me, and there may be liveli er work for u1
"Did you see him? Perhaps it was not he at all."
"I dunno. I didn't recognize him. What made ther fire before long."
go up so sudden like?"
' I stirred it up," laughed Mark. "I heard you talking to
t:
the fellows, and I thought you might want a light to see
to fire at them."
.Ii
CHAPTER X.
"You heard me talk'n' ?"
"Yes, there is nothing that passes that some of the boys
DICK I N TROUBLE.
do not heai:."
n
know! I wasn't talkin' loud, nuther was
"I want to
In th e morning Dick Slater set, out alone and in disl!uiSI
they."
mounted on a horse not likely to attract attention, as Majo
"It was loud enough."
the enemy.
"I suspected they was t ryin' ter git me erway, but I would, to spy upon
Taking a short cut throug·h the swamp and across counti1
didn't think they was so many."
neared U
"You were quite ri ght not to leave your post, but I did thus saving at least a mile or more, he at length
1
Bryce cabin.
n ot think you would."
Bet was s'tting on the doorstep knitting, while Ted w1 ,
"No, :;ir-ee! I knowed I mustn't, an' I wouldn't."
rubbing down a horse at the barn door.
"Qu't e right," shortly.
"Good mornin', Miss," said Dick, halting at the roadsid '
There had been spies about and they might now bring
"Could yez tell me how fur et mou ght be t er Camden?" '
the enemy to the camp.
"vVhat do you want to go to Camden for?" asked Bet.al ",
"Oh, just ter visit my ole friends, Lord Cornwallis
The sentries ,,·ere all vigilant boys and would detect the
"
approach of the enemy at once, but Dick determmeect to Rawdon, and look eround er bit."
shift his camn.
Bt"
"You can find your way for yourself, then!" snapped
"We will fool these fellows," he said, "and show them we
".
"I am not .g;viBg ti1~f~rma tiol ~~ ~he. enei:iy." cl
•
are ready for them."
ic ' Jumpmg own from ~:"
The ol~l camp "'.as left as it was, appare:ntly, and a new ho~~o~~/~~~in~ f on!~;a1,ec
""Why. Captain Slater it's never y ?" .· d B t · gre "]
one mad~, deeper m the swamp '.Ind not eas.1ly approache.d. astonishment
e ' m
ou · ci ie
'
.
Th~ Liberty B.oys worked rapidly and without confusion, 1
te
smile.
a
w'th
Bet,"
is,
it
who
just
"That's
·t d 1 lf
anTde1nnt a lsh~rt timb e were on t'.1ethr:narch. , t .
!e
"And ai·e you going to Camden, Captain? "
. s, iorses, ~ggage, e~e1y. ing \ve1e ianspo1 e 1a
.•te
"No probably not as far as that b t I · 1 t
a m;le aw.ay, wh.le the firn.s m the old camp were left
the en'emy are ·doing. They called ~P~ us 'T~~~ n~cr~~~." "
bur~mg bnghtly and everyth1.ng se~med to be the same.
he1
~ ·
"They did?" opening her eyes.
Dick had t~ou ght tha~ spies might come to the camp,
"Yes, but we were not at· home. We had had notice "S
but h'; determmed to w.a;t and see.
ls,
Now t~at he was positive the enemy would come, he had quit and so we vacated."
"What in the world do you mean?" asked Bet teajTh
moved his camp.
t
' g
·
·
Mark, Jack, Ben and the two Harrys remained near the puzzled.
"ffck told her of the failure of the night attack ,se
old camp to watch for the enemy.
' tlJ
Th,ey kept the fires replenished and maintained a sharp greatly interested and amused her.
house to
the
of
front
the
to
around
came
Ted
Then
watcn.
"'W
Dick.
At len~th they h~ard the sound of a large body of men what Bet was laughing at and recognized
with a ni ts
asked
Ted
?"
ergin
round
yer
Cap'n,
::Hallo,
least
the
without
away
crept
and
stealthily,
ap:i:n·oachmg
"T
Yes, I thought I would pay you a vi-Sit."
noise.
er!Jtpn
askin'
been
has
Bet
long?"
er
gettin'
Hank
"How's
quickly
';l'aY
their
m.ade
and
<;Ia_rk,
the
;o
used.
They were
''Y
from the camp w1,hout g1nn); any s gn of then· presence. him."
scht
of
out
tales
telling
to
go
you
if
Bryce,
Ted
"Now,
rattling
a
and
roar
a
and.
rush
a
was
tl~ere
All at once
.
volley was fired as the i·edcoat;:; burst mto the deserted camp. you'll- -"
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Ieyes,
"Certainly. Can't you see
well built and muscular.

11

it? Brown hair, blue~gray
That is his description."
"Ted made a mistake about him," said Bet, blushing, "but
"So it is, and at any rate he is a suspicious character, goI knew he was all right. I never thought he was a Tory."
inl7 armed like that."
"You would know he was not _if you saw him now. He 1 'It is Dick Slater beyond a doubt. I remember him pergave young Ezra a good thrashing yesterday, and I did not fectly. He hasn't got his black horse with him, and I wanted
try to stop him."
that fine animal."
"I wisht I was big ernuff an' I'd thrash him, too," declared
"Well, yer don't want ther horse," said E21ra, "so I'm erTed. "I wisht I was big ernuff ter jine ther Liberty Boys, goin' ter take him m'self."
too."
Dick suddenly gave the horse a resounding slap on •the
"Perhaps you will, some day, Teel," sm'ling, "but I must flank and sent him running up the road at a gallop.
get on."
"What yer do thet fur?" asked the boy.
"No one will ever suspect you in that disguise, Captain,"
"Because the horse is too good for you, that's why."
said Bet.
"Take him to the house and lock him up," said the officer.
"'Not many would, at any rate. Well, good-by for the pres- "We will send him to Camden as soon as anyone is going
ent. I shall probably not be gone long. It is not likely that there."
I shall go as far as Camden."
"Yer want ter hang him, that's what yer wanter do,"
"Will you stop on vom· way back?"
.
snarled Ezra. "He's er rebel."
"Very likely," and then Dick rode away.
Dick was taken to the house and locked in a :room on the
Wh 'le Dick had been talking to Bet a boy had stolen up upper floor.
behind the bushes on the other side of the road.
There was no sentry placed at his door, but there were
He heard all that was said, and then hurried away unseen. enough redcoats in and about the house to prevent his escape,
The boy was young Ezra Williams, whom Hank had given it would seem.
a thrashing the day before.
"Ain't yer goin' ter gimme suthin' fer tellin' yer erbout the
"I'll git even on th.er rebel," he said to himself, as he made spy an' rebel?" Ezra asked the officer.
off. "Folks don't lick me fur nuth 'n'."
"Go to Camden and ask the general, he will pay you," was
He had reached a house by the roadside some distance the retort.
,
on, where there were redcoats in the road and on the steps,
"Ain't ergoin' ter. Yer gotter pay me now, else I'll tell
when he heard the tramp of a horse coming on rapidly be- ther Liberty Boys that yer got him an'--"
ind him.
A well-directed kick sent the boy flying from the steps.
Running up he said in grea; excitement:
"Get out, you impudent young ·beggar! Don't you talk to
"ffck Slater, ther rebel spy, is comin'. Yer want ter catch an officer like that!"
1im. He hain't got no uniform, but he's ther spy all right." . Ezra howled and blubbered and picked himself up, snarl"Your father fent us on a wild goose chase after the rebels 1111;'.=
,
ast night. How do' we know that he is the rebel at all?"
Consarn yer, I 11 P,~Y yer up fur thet! I'll go an' tell ther
" 'Cause I heard him say so that's why Here he comes other rebels that-ow ,,
'
·
"Come, come, you can't stop here, this is a guardhouse,"
Y~uno- Ezra ran behind the house and just then Dick came said one of the redcoats, taking the boy by the ear. "Take
. "
.
'
·
yourself out of here."
n ,/hght.
t
t
cl h.
cl th
ff"
.d .
Ezra howled and kicked at the redcoat's shins, at the same
" e rec1c~a s s oppe
m an
e o icer sa1. .
time abusing him roundly.
You cant go. on unless we know your busmess. There
The redcoat thereupon cuffed the obstinate fellow on b 0 th
re"Wh
too t'many
about."
. h ea d an d th en k.1ck d h"
·
th. spies
?" D.
k
k d
"th
· 1
k "Enny- s1·d es of h 1s
e
1m into
t h e roa d.,
.
a sd t cm ·t?,, ic as e ' wi
a snnp e 100 •
Dick saw him go off howling from an upper window of the
mg goo o ea .
house
"Where are you going?"
''H~ o-ot what he deserved" he said, "but I d'Jn't see how
"Ain't going no place. How kin I when ye're stoppin' of it is going to help me any.'' '
e? I'm just erstandin' st'll, thet's all."
"Where were you going, then, before we stopped you?"
"Goin' erlong ther road, er course. Couldn't yer see? Yer
en't blind, be yer?"
CHAPTER XI.
"Were you going home or somewhere else?"
"Yes, I reckon I was. I couldn't be gain' both places, an'
HOW BET AND TED HELPED.
i·eckori I must er been goin' one or t'other."

Is

"He is getting on very well, thank you," said Dick. "He
a full-fl edged Liberty Boy now."

I

I

I
I
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"I don't see how you could, Ted. They don't look a bit
alike.''
"Waal, I don't think so now."
Ezra paused and asked:
"Where are you rebels goin' ?"
"Don't you call us rebels, or I'll whack you," s·n orted Ted.
"I ain't takin' no sass from no Tory, I'll tell yer that.''
"Keep still, Ted," said Bet. "What are you doing here?
You don't live at·ound this way."
"I know I don't. I seen you an' Dick Slater ertorkin' in
ther road, an' so I knowed who he was an' I went on an' tole
ther redcoats."
"You did, eh?"
"Yas, an' they wouldn't gimme nuthin' an' they kicked me
an' cuffed me besides, an' I jis tole 'em I'd go an' tell ther
other rebels all erbout et."
"You did?"
"Yas I did. They're to a hou,se 'bout haffer mile further
on or mebbe more'n thet , an' they've took erway his pistols
an' put him up in ther loft, only he kin see out."
"Are you telling me the truth, Ezra Williams?" asked
Bet.
""Yas I be. I'll cross my heart, wisher may die, honest and
true, I are."
"'Waal, ef ye're tryin' ter git us in enny fix," said Ted,
"I'll--"
"Keep still, Ted," said Bet. "This is really so, is it?"
"Er course et is. Ain't thet ther hoss what Dick Slater
was er ridin? Ef I didn't wanter git hunk on ther redcoats
I'd ha' rid him myself."
"All right, then, come on, Ted.''
"Ain't yer goin' t er gimme nuthin' fur tellin' yer?" asked
Ezra.
"I thought you wanted to get even on the redcoats?"
"So I do, but yer orter gimme suthin'. Gimme er kiss, an'
that'll be all right."
"I reckon it won't then," said Bet. "I don't kiss Tories.
You ought to be satisfied with your revenge, but mam will
give you something to eat if you ask her."
Then Bet and Ted rode on at a good ~ait till they came
in sight of the house.
~'There it is, Ted," said Bet. "I see the redcoats."
"Yes, so do I. What are we going to do now, Bet?"
"Leave the horses here and try and get around to the
back without being seen. Maybe we can get in and get him
Olit.''
"That's so, mebbe we kin.''
They t ethered their horses in the woods out of sight of
the road and then advanced cautiously.
There was an open space around the house, but they got
,
to the rear without being seen.
The redcoats were all in front and there did not seem to
be anyone else in the house.
"Go in if you can, Ted," whispered Bet, "and I'll go and
bring the horses nearer.''
"All right."
Then Bet slipped away while Ted went forward to the
wood pile and picked up an ax.
He was splitting sticks when a redcoat came to the rear
door and said:
"Hallo, what are you doing there?"
""Splitting wood," shortly.
"Who told you to do it?"
"Don't have ter be told. That's one er my reg'l-ar chores.''
"Oh, you belong here, do you?-"
··well, I'm here, ain't I ? "
"Yes, I see you a1·e."
"Yer don't ketch boys workin' fur other folks, do yer?"
"No, I suppose net." ~d the man went in.
Ted kept on splitting wood till Bet came back.
"All right," he said.
Then he picked up an armful of wood and went into the
·
house.
Filing the woodbox in the kitchen he went out into the
hall and crept up the back stairs.
One or two doors stood half open, and he passed them
'
going to the front of the house.
There was · a door that was locked, with the key on the
outside.
"Hello, Cap'n, you in there? " he whispered at the keyhole.
"Yes, who is that, you, Ted?" answered Dick.
"Yas," and Ted turned the key.

"Come on," he said quickly. "Me an' Bet's got er couple
er hosses back er ther house."
"Good!" and Dick came out.
·As he and Ted were hurrying toward the back stairs someone was heard coming up the front.
"Hallo there, who's that?"
"Only me, puttin' wood in ther rooms."
"Why you-hallo there ! Stop 'em, an escape!"
Dick and Ted were now hurrying down the back stairs.
At the bottom they ran into a redcoat.
The one on the floor was now making a lot of noise, arousing the house.
"Come on, Ted," said Dick, overturning the redcoat and
dashing out of the house.
"This way, Cap'n!" cried Ted, running alongside.
There was a g1·eat hue and cry within the house and redcoats came running out at the rear and around the side.
"This way, Cap'n, here are ther hosses," cried Ted.
Then he dashed into the woods, Dick after him.
Bullets came flying after them, but no one was hurt.
Bet and Ted got on Ted's horse and Dick upon the one he
had ridden.
The redcoats could not get their horses before Bet and Ted
had secured a good lead.
Then they hurried into the road to catch Dick when he
came out.
The road was open enough not to interfere with Dick's
progress, however.
He got into the road well ahead of the redcoats, and went
on at a gallop.
"We've beaten 'em, Bet," said Ted, looking back. "They
cain't ketch us now, an' I don't guess they'll try.''
They found young Ezra at the house eating his dinner and
making the most of his time.
"Well, I got yer out, Cap'n," he said to Dick.
"And you got me in, too," said Dick. "It was no thank:
to you that I got out. You simply told Ted and Bet wha'
they would have learned for themselves in a short time."
"Ain't yer goin' ter gimme suthin' fur helpin' of yer out? .
'
asked the boy, unblushing ly.
"No, but I may give you something for helping me in.''
~
"What'll you gimme?"
"What Hank Hawkins gave you yesterday," returned Did ~
stepping forward.
Ezra gave a yell of alarm and fled.
The redcoats did not pursue Dick to any distance, bein
evidently afraid of falling into an ambush.
Dick remained at the cabin until he was satisfied that U
pursuit had been abandoned, when he took his leave and rol h
back to camp.
On his way he overtook young Ezra Williams, who hurri1
out of sight of him and dove into the bushes till Dick hi th
passed.
in
Reaching the camp, he shortly met Bob, who said:
"Gates has come, and the Liberty Boys are to be wr.Hj·
DeKalb.''
re
CHAPTER XII.
A LUCKY ESCAPE.

.

ki1

Gates had arrived at Claremont, a few miles above wblR '
u
the Liberty Boys were encamped.
Word had been sent to Dick that he was to join DeKi 1
ne~
and act under his orders.
"
The Baron DeKalb was a soldier of great experience,
the Liberty Boys were proud to serve under him.
Immediatel y upon receiving the news Dick broke up
camp and marched to join DeKalb.
Reaching Claremont he made a new camp and repo
once to DeKalb, whom he had already met.
"t
He saw Gates, also, having \>een with him in the north
knowing him well.
"Have you any informatio n concerning the enemy, Di
Gates asked.
"Yes, General, and I shall try and get more. They
some noti~n of your coming, and are wary, so that it ·
tremely difficult to get close to their lines."
"I understand ."
"Neverthel ess, I shall endeavor to learn more. Raw
withdrawin g his me~ closer to Camden, and Cornw
there to strengthen him."
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"Yas, but they hain't. We want ther money an' we're
"What's the matter, Mr. Rood?" asked someone, hurrying
goin' t er git it."
from a side chamber.
"Where's ther boy what useter work fur Ezry? Is he ter
"Robbers, Mr. Hawkins, but Captain Slater is here to
hum?"
help us."
"No, he ain't, he's jined inter ther Liberty Boys, an' he's
The door began to give and then a man,.'s head and shoulwent off somewheres."
ders appeared.
Thet's good, 'cause he mought make trouble."
The school master shuck him on the head with the heavy
There were four of the men, and they were hurrying along brass candlestick and he sank in a mass to the ground.
in the darkness, never suspecting that anyone knew of their
"Get a light, Mr. Hawkins," said Dick.
presence.
"Thet yew, Cap'n Slater?"
"If I knew where Hank lived it would be easier," was
"Yes."
Dick's thought.
·
"What's the matter, father?" asked a woman's voice.
He hurried back, got Major, and followed on noiselessly
"Thieves an' robbers, but Cap'n Slater an' ther school
after the men.
master air here and one on 'em has got it pooty bad, I
He heard them aga:n presently and heard one say:
guess.
"Et's down· this here lane, ain't et?"
"The school teacher?"
"Yes, come on."
"No, but one er ther robbers."
"Got ther pistols handy."
A light was presently brought, and then the candle which
"Yas, don't make so much noise, yer cow."
the school master had brought was relighted.
Dick's sense of hearing was very keen, and he could hear
The man who had been hit on the head had revived, havthe men at some little distance.
ing been stunned only, and quickly got out of harm's way.
Hurrying on, leading Major, he came to a shady lane.
Not before Hank's fath e1· had seen him, however.
He left Ma.ior standing under a tree, knowing that the in"That's Phil Black, one er ther wust characters in ther
telligent animal would not go away.
deestrick," he said.
Then he hurried down t he lane after the four thieves.
He had a shotgun in his hand and seemed like a man who
Hawkins was the father of one of the Liberty Boys, but would not hesitate to use it if it were necessary.
'
even if he ha<l not been, Dick would have protected 'him.
"Whoeve1· you scoundrels are," said Dick, "I \vould advise
"There's a light in ther livin' room," Dick presently heard you for your own benefit to leave here at once. We are all
one of the men say in a hoarse whisper.
armed and will not ·hes·tate to shoot."
"Reckon ther school master is er readin' then ."
"How in time did th er young rebel git in there;" growled
"Huh! Puttin' on airs, is he readin' ? I don't read .or one o:f the ruffians.
write, an' I reckon I'm as good as him."
"Blamed ef I know, but he's th~re."
"Nor me nuther, an' I don't see no use inter et. Et don't
"vVe are going to open the docrr in a minute," said Dick,
. git yer nothin' ter eat an' ch;nk."
"and if you are not away before we count three, we will fire .
"Come on, we'll get in somehow. Reckon he'll come ter One-two-"
ther door when we knock."
There was a sound of hurrying footsteps and when Dick
Creeping forward Dick saw two dark forms creep up the went to the front and threw open the door the four men
steps of a log cabin.
we1·e seen turning up the lane as fast as they could go.
There was a light in the front room, the blinds being
Dick fired a shot more to hasten them than with any idea
drawn so that one could not see in.
of hitting the scoundrels.
Dick crept close and listened.
The shot had the desired effect, for the men fairly flew.
One of the men pounded on the door with h is fists.
"I don't th~nk you will be troubled by them any more,
"Who's there?" presently came a voice from within.
Mr. Hawkins,' said Dick presently.
"Ther boy is took sick an' wants ter see his mother."
Then he whistled to Major and the intelligent animal
"Hank, do you mean ? "
came trotting to the spot.
"Yes, Hank. He's been took sick bad an' they're el'fraid
"How'd yew ever happen tew find out that these fellers
ter move him an' they want ter see his mam."
was ergo in' ter rob me?" a sked Hank's father.
Dick told them, all being interested.
"Well, wait a moment."
"Open ther door."
"An' is Hank one er ther Liberty Boys now?"
"Yes, he is one of us."
"Wait a molnent till I call Mrs. Hawkins."
"That there Hank is er good feller, but he's inclined ter
"I don't wanter stay out here in ther cold an' dark. Open
ther dooi:."
be er leetle boastful, an' we t ell him thet pride goes before
"Very well."
er fall, an' thet he mustn't be too sot up over hisself."
"I think he wiJI get over it in time, sir, anrl that we will
The other two men stole forward so as to be ready to
rush in on the instant that the door was opened.
m~ke a very .good boy of him. Experience does wonders."
Yaas, so 1t does. an' I hope he'll git pl ent y on it."
Dick heard the sound of the bar being taken down and
stole forward.
"He probably will with the Liberty Boys," with a smile,
"Get outer ther way, let me irit there fust," and the men and sho1tly after he took his leave and went on to the camp.
on the top step suddenly rolled down.
"Here, ye're too b"ame officious!" growled one.
"Consarn ye, what d'ye mean?" snarled the other.
'l'hen the door was 011enecl and a flood of l ight come out.
CHAPTER XIV.
"Stand back, you ruffians!" cried Dick, as he sprarig inside and drew his pistols. "I'll shoot the first man who apPREPARING FOR THE BATTLE.
proaches."
"Great snakes ! who be yew, I'd like ter know?" gasped
Although it was somewhat late when Dick reached the
the leading ruffian.
general's quarters, he was admitted at once upon stating his
"Dick Slater, captain of the Vberty Boys."
errand.
Dick suddenly slammed the door, put up the bar and said:
"You are back early, Dick," the general said.
"These men are thieves. Hank Hawkins is not sick. That
"Yes. General, and I would like to have staved longer, but
is a lie to gain entrance."
I was deteeted and had to get out in a hurry."
"And you are Cflptain Slater?"
"But you lc'.lrnecl something, Dick?"
"Yes. I fortunately overheard these scoundrels plotting
"Yes, General," and Dick related what he had learned.
and was in time to prevent their doing any mischief."
"You have rlone very well, Dick, and brought back some
There was a sudden pounding on the rear doo,., the ruf- very important information."
fians having gone around there, hoping: to force an entrance.
"I am only sorry that I could not have got more, Gen"Quick, <'how a light," said Dick.
eral."
They both ran to the rear, where they found the rear
In a short time Dick withdrew and went back to his own
door beginning to yield.
camp.
Dick fired a shot which went through the space between
Finding Bob and Mark up he called them into his tent and
the door and the frame.
,
related his adventures.
There was a yell and one of them fell heavily against the
"Then it's likely that we will be attacking Camden before
~~
.
long, isn't it, Dick?" asked Bob..
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think it is, and that the Liberty Bors will have plent y! Porterfield was severely wounded and died a few days
to do."
afterward. .
.
J ack. Ben Spurlock, Geo rge Brewster, Will Freeman,. the . Doth anm~s. halted and, as pr;soners were taken on each
two Harrys, and one or two more heard the news that mght side, the P_O~!hon of each .be~ame l;nown to the other.
and f.11 were eager to meet the enemy.
J
Tlie ros1t1on of . th e Bnt1sa was more advanta.geous than
Tlie next mo:rn·ng Dick said to the newest Liberty Boy : that of the Amer1c:ins, as they had crossed Sander's Creek
"If you want to go home for a few hours, Hank, you may I and were gi.:arded m the rear. by a swamp:
do so."
The Amcn~ans were upon ns ng gro_und m an open wood
1
"Yaas, I reckon I'd like ter, fust Tate, 'cause we might and ·were obliged to b~ watchful of t hen: flr>nl;;:~ .
be goin' erway an' then I mightn't see 'em ai;in fur some
After the first excitement had subsided, General Gates
time."
·
called a council of war _of his officers.
Han1; left for home shortly afterward. seeminr- very nroud
A retreat was practicable, and would undoub tedly have
t o be able to tell his parents that he was now a Liberty Boy. been prudent.
.
.
When he rode back during the aftemoon he went directly l No one proposed it, however, and General Gates said :
to Dick and said:
'
'
. "Gentlemen, you know our s·tuation. What are your opin"Why, Cap'n, yer never said nuthin' ter me erbout st op- ior;,s ?''.
,, .
pin ' them robbers from gett"n' my pap's money."
It is now too late to retreat, said General Stevens.
"No, I know I didn't," quietly. ·
·
A silence ensued which was interpre~ed as favorable to an
"But thet was er· br::i.vc thing ter do, an' my pap is t arna- atta~k, and at length General Gates said:
tion erblig:ed ter ye fur et."
'"f he:1 ~v~ must fight ; gen.tlcn:icn, pleas:! take your_ post s."
"He is entirely welcome, Hank. I was fortunate in comTne Bnt1sh army formed m lme for battle, and waited for
ing upon those sconndrels and hearing their plans. After the dawn.
that it was easy."
I Webster had the r 'ght and Rawson the left, the artillery
" Waal, I reckon I'd er said suthin' erbout et myself, cf I of both armies being directly in the cc::itcr.
I'd done et."
DeKalb, who had charge of the line of battle on the
"There •~·as no need, Hank," with a laugh. "I only did s:cle of the patriots, took post on the ri r~;ht with the Marymy duty. The father of a Liberty Boy wa~ in peril, and I land apd D:elaware troops under Gist.
went to his re.;cue. It \\-as keeni11cr a part of my oi~th, Hank."
31,iallwood with the Marylanders formed in reserve, the
"You"d ha' done et ef he hadn't er be'n my pap."
North Ca rorna militia urdet· Cp q,·ell takin~ the center, and
"Of course. because the L"bei•ty Boys always help those Ste1 ·(·ns and the Virginians the left.
in <!anger. That is nothing to boast of, Hank. It is our
All these preparations ,,-ere made in tl'c dark. and each·
dutv."
army was umnnire of the other's op?rations, both waiting
'l'hat night the American forces went on the march.
for the first beams of mcrn:ni::: to begin the attack.
·
It was Gates's plan to attack Camden w"thout delay.
Ee determined to take every advantage which a sudden advance could give him, therefore.
In t he evening he serit his sick, extra stores and heavy \·
CHAPTER XV.
ba.g gage at Waxhaw, and at ten o'clock began his
DICK'S
DARING DEED.
march.
The van y.ras composed of C?lo!1el Armm:id's lee:ion, flanked
The battle opened with the fire from the patriot's artillery
upon the nght by Porterfield s mfantry, m Ind an file, n':o upon t he British who were maneuvering for a better posi~undred ~-ards from the road, and on the left by Armstrong s tion.
mfantry m the same order.
I The cannon roared and clouds of smoke rolJ,::.l over the
Next follo»·ed DeKalb's division, in which were the Liberty battlefield.
Boys, consist·ng- of the ~irst and Secom! Marvland brigades I When the cannon began to rat~e, Colonel Williams with
under Smallwood ai;id G1~t: ~nd the Delaware troops. . . . a band of volunteers pressed forward upon the enemy's right,
The North Carol1 na d1v1s10n under Cas>vell, the Virgm1a followed by Stevens with h"s Virginians.
division led by Stevens. and a rear-guard of volunt eer cav- 1 Using their bayonets they pressed forward with great
al rv brought up the rear.
vigor and. were making good headway when "\Vebster bore
Confident in his streT\e-th by such a disnosition of his down upon them with such ferocitv as to hrenk ihe column.
troops, Gates ordered Colonel Armand to withstand the atThe Virginians fired a single volley and were t hen scattack of the enemy's cavalry, whatever their number might t ered, many of them throw:ng down their arms and fleeing in
be.
Ithe greatest confusion.
The most profound silence was comman<lerl and instant
Then the North Ca1·olina militia, with the exception of one
def'th was threatened to the soldier who should fire a gun regiment, followed , the exertions of Stevens, Caswell, and
until ordered.
even of Gates himself being unavail"ng to stop or rally them.
Unknown to Gates, Cornwallis struck his tents at Camden
Only the Continentals and Dixon's Carolinas were left to
and began to march toward Rugeley's at the same time that oppose the enemy, but they manfully maintained their
Gates set out.
ground.
He had bee~ inform~d that Gates's l?osit'on was, a .'veak
Upon t he Maryland and Delaware trooos now fell the
one and, knowmg nothmg of the American general s mten- weight of the battle and for a minute they bravely sustained
t ions, set out to attack him.
it.
·
·
The British force consisted of the Twenty-third and
On the right DeKalb and Gist held their own pressed
Thi_rty-fo~rth re!!"iments under Colo1~el ·weh ~r n 'l'a··' pfnn's sorely by Rawdon.
'
~eg10;i, Irish Volunt~ers, a i;>art of L1eute,nant-Col'.1:1el HamThe Liberty Boys, with Dick Slater at their hea<l, cheering
rlton s North Carolma regiment. Bryai: s Loyalists under and encourag'ng the gallant fellows bv his own example, \
Lo r~ Rawdon. and ~he Seventy-~rst regiment.
.
.
were with this division and fought manfully.
Silently both ~rrmes marched rn the gloom, the au bemg
The battle now raged all along the line, and no one could
sultry, and no light but that of the stars.
tell who would win t he v·ctory.
No t a footfall was heard, and neither army knew that the
DeKalb and Gist kept their troops firm, and the fighting
other wa:;; on the march.
went on fiercely.
Suddenly at about two in the morning the advance guards
"Hold your ground, boys ," said Dick, to whom all the Libof the two armies met upon a gentle slope about half a mile crtv Boys looked for encouragement. "Don't give way till
no.rth of Sander's Creek.
you have to."
Both parties >Yere surprised, and each fired at the same
At length DeKalb perceived an advantage and ordered a
moment.
bayonet charge.
Some of Armand's troops were killed at the first fire, and
Dick dismounted his boys and joined in it.
the remainder fell back upon the FiYst Maryland brigade.
I The enemy recoiled before the tremendous charge as the
The unexpected attack and retreat caused great confusion gallant lads pressed forward with a rirlging cheer.
and the column of the Marylanders was broken by the shock,
Harry Thurber, Ben and Sam were near Hank Hawkins
the whole line being in confosion.
when the charge was made.
Porterfield and Armstrong· then dashed forward nnd atThey watched the boy narrowly, being ready to enco'..lrag
1 him if he showed the least sign of weakening.
tacked the enemy's right and left with great gallantry.

I
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"Yes, and Cornwallis, Webster, Tarleton and the rest canThis was his first battle, and he was in the very thick of
not say that we are not good fighters."
'the fight where the storm of war raged the fiercest.
Hank Hawkins, the n ew Liberty Boy, was very quiet and
It would not have been strange had he lost his head, and
set apart from the rest, taking no part in the conversation,
the boys stood ready to aid and encourage him.
It was this very readiness to stand by their comrades and seeming to be buried in thought.
"'You are not wounded, Hank?" asked Jack approaching
which gave the troop its strength and enabled them to fight
with the two Harrys and Ben.
so valiantly.
"No, I don't guess so," Hank replied, feeling himself. "I
Hank seemed to be utterly carried away by the spirit of
feel nothin' an' I don't see no blood nowheres."
don't
himself.
of
whatever
thought
no
have
to
and
fight,
the
"But you are so quiet, old man, that we thought you
He cheered with the rest, charged with them and pressed
resolutely on, seeming to be moved by some impule outside might have been hurt," said Ben.
"Waal, I've be'n erthinkin'. War ain't er lot er fun, is it?"
of himself, of which he knew nothing.
"No," said Jack, soberly.
The slaughter among the enemy was terrific, and they
"Ye're jest ertryin' ter kill somebody an' somebody is errecoiled, fifty of their men falling prisoners to the Amertryin' ter kill yew ther hull time an' ye're mighty lucky ef
icans.
hull skin."
A score of the enemy came rushing upon Dick just before i yer come out'n et w"th er Harry
Thurber, "but you are fight"So you are," answered
·
thf'y receded.
"Look out for Dick, boys," yelled Jack, who, with Mark, ing for one of the most sacred causes that man ever engaged
in."
was nearest to the gallant young leader.
"Yaas, I know, but it's killin' all ther same. Et ain't no
"Come on, Hank," said Harry Thurber, as he with Harry
Judson, Ben Spurlock and Sam Sanderson pressed forward . fun, I can tell yer that." he isn't fighting," observed Ben,
"Patsy says it is, when
to .ioin Jack.
Hank obeyed mechanically, and a score of the boys pressed "but he says very little when he is."
out ther redcoats was suthin'
on, reaching Dick's side and hurling themselves · upon the1· "I had an .idea thet drivin'
like drivin' sheep or pigs," said Hank, "an' thet they'd jest
enemy.
run, but they didn't. They licked us, didn't they?"
A giant guardsman raised his piece to fire at Dick.
"They certainly did," muttered Ben.
Hank hurriedly snatched a pistol from his belt and shot
"Yes, it was a defeat for us," was Jack's answer, "but
the guardsman in the side, hardly seeming to know what he
there will be more battles bes'.des this and we will try and
was doing.
The man fell and hastily crawled away as the plucky boys do better."
"Did I take on as if I was skeered ?" asked Hank.
drove off the enemy.
"No," answered Jack, "you did not, you fought manfully."
Meanwhile the battle was going on fiercely all around
"Waal, I was, all ther same. I was just skeered 'most
them, but no one seemed to know anything of it except what
out'n my skin."
took place immediately in front of him.
"You d.' dn't act like it," laughed Ben.
_The fiercest charge of all was made at that point and the
" 'Feared to me I wanted ter turn everv minnit., an' I
Liberty Boys suddenly found themselves in the very vortex
reckon I would haye ef ther hadn't be'n so many behind me."
.
of the fig-ht.
"Why, you dashed 'n and prevented that big trooper from
Dick Slater had used up all his ammunition with the exception of a single bullet, and that he now loaded with the braining Dick," said Harry Judson.
greatest care.
"Did I? Seems ter me I do 'member suthin' erbout et.
It was his last bullet, and he must save it for an emer- But then I couldn't very well help it. could I?"
h
"Y
needed.
gency, not knowing when it might be most
es, you might ave run, I suppose, but we never exBefore that terrible storm of battle, fiercer than anv they pected
would!"
you
that
h d
were safe in the swamp and they deter'.1 Y:t encountered, the brave Marylanders were forced to The Liberty ·Bovs
· · Gates, wh o ·h a d ref or a t"1 me an d th en Join
·
· d t o remam
give
mme
.
d b k
· d
.
D. I
Th way.
distant.
miles
e'ghty
Charlotte,
to
treated
reto
obliged
were
·en,
ro
an
ma1me
e . e awa1es,
.
.
treat with them, and both fled to the swamps.
D~Kalb and his aid had bee!1 taken to Camden, and here
Dick quickly got his brave boys together and beat a re•. as D_1ck learned afterwar?.
later
da:-(S
few
a
died
he
treat in g-ood order, the gallant young leader being the last
The boys rema!ned qmetly m the swam~ the i:1g-ht after
·
to leave the field.
Dick Slater, p"stol in hand, the fast of the Libertv Boys the bat~le, attending to the w9unded, cleamng then· muskets
oth.er ne~essary th ngs.
to retreat, came suddenly upon DeKalb, leaning against . al and domg
In th~ mornmg Dick, Bob and a few of the boys set out to
·
tree, badly wounded.
He had fallen, pierced with eleven wounds and even now reconnoiter.had J?"?ne a~ead to overtake Sumter and prevent
. Tarlet~n
'
was in danger of his life.
umon with Gates.
A giant trooper, dashing through the wood, saw him and his formm17 a had
returned to Camden previous to march. Cornwallis
raised h 's sword.
mg northward.
Now, if ever, Dick Slater must act.
There were some scattered bodies of l'edcoats still in the
Springing forward, he raised his pistol containing his last
neiP-hborhood and these were to be avoided.
'
bullet.
With Dick and Bob were Ben, Harry Thurber, Sam, Hank
The merciless trooper was about to slash at the wounded
'
and one or two others.
.O:"Jlf'ral.
They were in uniform and there was some caution to be
.D'ck fired, carrying away the trooners' hat and striking
experienced, therefore .
his sword arm, causing his saber to fall.
Riding; on for some distance they met a party of rough
. It was Dick Slater's last bullet, but it had saved DeKalb's
look"ng men who glared at them as they rode by, but said
life.
·
In another instant he threw himself in front of the gen- nothing.
"Those are Tories," said Hank. "Zeke Putey an' some
era! as more troopers rushed up. and shouted:
more. They don't like ther looks o' our uniform er bit"
"Stop! This is General DeKalb!"
"Well, we can't help that," laughed Bob. "We shali not
take it off to please them."
They went a few miles farther, and then hearing nothing
of any importance and seeing no redcoats, they set out upon
CHAPTER XVI.
the return.
Dick at that moment heard suspicious sounds.
AFTER THE BATTLE.
There was a body of men coming in each direction.
The redcoats had no doubt been told by the Tories of the
Dick quickly found assistance and the wounded general presence
of the Liberty Boys.
was borne from the field and taken to a farm house.
The party in the rear was a detachment of redcoats, no
Assured that the brave commander was safe, Dick made doubt.
his way to the swamp, where he found the rest of the Lib"Charge!" cried Dick, suddenly.
erty Boys.
The redcoats wheeled and went dashing down the road at
"We made a good fight, Dick, but the luck was against us,"
full speed.
·
said Bob.

I
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Help was coming, but they might be taken before it ar- of
the scoundre ls burning houses and iunning off with cattle.
rived.
On sped the Liberty Boys, but in a short time Dick gave "Char:re . Liberty Boys!" cried Dick. "Down with the Tory
maraude rs."
a signal and clashed down a path leading to a swamp.
With a ringing cheer, the brave fellows dashed forwa1·d.
In a few moments nothing was seen of them and two
They charged on the Tories with vim.
parties of redcoats , meeting on th,e road, found that their
The Tories, caught at their evil work, fled in hot haste.
expected prey had escaped.
The Tories, as a rule, were at the most but cowards.
Scatterin g in all direction s, some into the woods, some to
the swamps, and some making for the hills, they quickly
escaped.
1
CHAPT ER XVII.
Dick and the boys entered the camp.
The boys put out the fire, forming a bucket brigade, and
AFTER THE TORY THIEVES.
working industrio usly.
The cattle were saved, and several loads of plunder which
Dick Slater, dismoun ting and lingering in the bushes, the the Tories
had got together , ready to take away, were recovboys going on, witnesse d the meeting of the two parties of ered.
redcoats.
By the time the fires were out it was nearly evening, and
With those toward whom the boys had been riding were the the boys
concluded to form a tempora ry camp for the night
Tories they had met before.
and go on the march again in the morning .
"Where are your -young rebels?" asked the leader of the
The night passed quietly.
second party.
They made an early start and were nearing Hank's house
"They were here but now," replied the officer whom Dick when the
schoolm aster came hurrying toward them.
had recogniz ed.
He :had received one or two wounds, his clothing was dis"Yes, but where- are they now? You surely have not cap- ordered and
he was in a state of great exciteme nt.
tured them?"
'"Hurrv up!" he said. "Ezra Williams , Hiram Curtis and
"They went inter the swamp, that's what," said Zeke others have
robbed Mr. Hawkins and iun off with his
Peters. "This here is ther path. I'll take yew tew et in er money."
few minutes. "
Dick, Bob, Jack, Hank and a dozen others dashed on.
"Is it safe?" asked one or two of the officers.
Reaching Hank's house they found Mrs. Hawkins at the
"Suttinly , ef yer faller me an' go jest where I tell yer," door, wringing
her hands.
answered Peters.
"Oh, Hank!" she sa'd, "I donno ef yer paw will live or not.
"Very good, lead on," said the officer.
Them murderin g Tories has been here and--"
They turned off into the path leading to the swamp, the
Hank ran inside and Dick asked:
Tories going ahead.
"They have 1rone ?"
When Dick realized what was happenin g he crept away,
'"Y,~s, ?!at. more'n ten minnits· ergo. They went that 'ere
leading Major.
pomtmg ,:1P ~he i:oad.
Then at a point where the trees arched over the path and . w~;v·
Come, boys, said Dick. "Tell Hank to follow us, Mrs.
bushes were thick on· either side, he halted and signaled to [ Ha"'.kins
."d h"
d
the Liberty Boys.
Dick an
1s pa1-ty ro e on at a ga1lop and in a short
They ha·d not gone far, and some of them now returned .I time the
re.st of the ~iberty Boys came up.
Presently the Tor'es and redcoats appeared .
They waited a while.
.
"Make ready, Liberty Boys," cried Dick from the bushes.
Jhen ~~nk came out, sa>;mg:
,
.
'"Let the 1'edcoats have it, but shoot the Tories first. Ready
He amt dead, .mam,. an I reckon hell
-Aim- -"
all right, but
yer wanter keep hnn quiet an' send for therbedoctor."
. T · f 11
·
h
h
'"All right," answere d Mrs. Hawkins .
. Th e. ories e b ac k m
great aste, t e re dcoats sea t terThen Hank jumped upon
his rough-co ated horse and rode
mi< nght and left.
.
.
off
like the wind.
So~e ~ot en~angl~d m the bushes and many were m dan"What's the trouble, Mrs. Hawkins ?" asked Mark.
ge\ of be ng ~ix~d m a marshy t:act a: one side.
.
"The Tories has runned off with my man's money in a box,
'lhen the ~ibe1ty Boys appea1ed fo1 a moment and disand have nearly mui·dered him. Hi Curtis Ezry Williams
appeared again.
.
.
.
.
Tbe enemy, fearing t~at they were coming on in greater ~~."Perkins
, '
and some moie. The1 cap n has ·went arter'
num.bers, fell. b~ck hurriedly .
.
.
"Come on boys " said Mark and off they went like the
Dick and his little party rode on, laughmg
at the trick they wind.
'
'
'
·
ha§ played upon the redcoats .
.
a mile farther on they came upon Hank at the f rk
. , Th~; done i·eckoned there was er l'lght smart on us com- of Half
0
the road.
m up, laughed Hank.
Hank halted them.
"There's nothin' loike strategy , me bye," said Patsy, "an'
"Some on yer air to go this 'ere way," he saiu, "and some
it's no sin to make the inimy belave annythin g."
on yer air ter faller me."
"Dot don'd was ein lie," said Carl. "Dot was diblomancy,
Mark at once took the greater part of the bovs and went
don'd you knowed dot."
way, while Hank took the other, followin g Dick.
"Waal, I reckon it be tellin' lies ef yer wasn't havin' er one
The Tories had divided their forces, evidently fearin1r purwar, but war makes everythi ng different ."
suit.
They went on and by a detour reached their camp without
Dick had · taken the right hand road by chance and left
seeing any more of the redcoats .
s for Mark to follow the other.
"We must look out for these Tories," declared Bob. "They direction
Riding on at a good speed Hank at length overtook Dick
went for the redcoats, no doubt."
party.
"They's er lot of 'em 'round our way," said Hank. '"They's and his had
come to a roadside tavern where Williams , CurWilliams and Curtis, and them other fellers what yer seen tis,They
and half a dozen others had lately stopped.
ertiyin' ter git inter our house."
The landlord was talking to them.
"And at such a time when we have met with such a great
"Ezry Williams stopped here, 'cause I know him," the
disaster, they are more than ever dangerou s," added Dick.
said. "I dunno all the rest, but they're a pooty
"We will have to look out for depredat ions by such fel- landlord
toui<h lot er catamou nts, I kin tell yer thet."
lows," declared Bob.
"That's what they are," said Dick.
'"Yes, that is what I mean. The success of the British will
"Did Ezry have an iron box?" asked Hank.
inspire them wi,th fresh courage, and they will be commiti
ng
"He shorely did, an' he took precious good care on et, too,
all sorts of excesses."
leavin' it outer his sight er minnit."
That very afternoon they heard of a party of Tories who never
"Then we want him," said Dick. '"Come on, boys, we must
were robbing and murderin g the patriot settlers a few miles catch
up with these ruffians before long."
away.
"You bet we must," cried Bob.
"We'll have to put an end to this," said Dick.
On
the boys, and at length a mile farther on the road
Camp was broken up at once and the boys went on the ended went
as a road, branch:n g off in different direction s.
march against the Tories.
There were
They rode fast, and at the end of an hour came upon some Dick divided fresh hoof marks on three of these trails, and
his paity,
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"Wa:;+l, th er ole man allus was er s]jnflint , yer know thet
Bob, the two Han-ys, Beh and others took one of these
well ez me. Comin' back here, was he, arter he hid ther
ez
Hank
trails, a small party followed a second, and Dick, Jack,
.
He
and three or four more went upon the third. hav;ng become box?"
"No, he wasn't, he's goin' on outer North Ca'linv. that
They were r~ding on in sing~ file, the path
reckoned
he
an'
mo',
no
none,
pay
didn't
mill
the
'lowed
rough and narrow, when Dick suddenly paused.
ef he could get yer pap's money, et'd start him good somc'ere
"Come here, Hank," he said.
else."
Hank dismoun ted and ran forward.
"Oh, he did, eh? Sort er purvidin ' fur his futur at ther
There ';'ere hoofprin ts l~ading straight ahead and foot- I expense
o' om"n, hey? Nice an' honest, ain't et?"
.
hills.
between
~·avme
a
toward
marks gomg
er no 'count ennyhow , ye're rebels. Yer orter lose
"Ye1"re
heavy,
a
if
as
mark
the
was
moss
with
covered
On a stump
money."
yer
it.
on
square box had rested
"Ef yer was enny 'count yerself, Ezry \Yilliams, I'd lick
n
yer fur thet," said Hank, "but yer ain't. Y e're er low-dowon
thief, an' er murcler:n• shoat, an' I wouldn't soil my hands
CHAPTE R XVIII.
Iyer."
THE DEPARTU RE OF OLD EZRA.
"What
kdD'k
k?"
H
·
b
'
f " say?"
ti 1 · he
fth
f
"Yer e .did
.
1c .
"I s thtth
e size o your a er s ox, an . as e
a
.
· 1e ·
l
.
,
..
"Et surely is Cap'n."
Hank :a;:iwkms," sn~rled yo~u~!l:, ~zra.
th~t,
~u,;·
!tck ~er
"Do you kno~ the mark of Ezra Williams 's foot?"
on, Im erwa1t1:1.
Come
~lank.
said
t,
No yer i:rnn
"Waal I've seen et often ernuff · I know thet bov enny, .
back, tra~~·
on,.t~e
away
hurned
.~ml
up
g?t
:pzra
ther
see
kin
yer
an'
co1:ners,
ther
how. Et has brass nails on
Hank. , We don t .'\'-nt y ~i. I
shou~ed
e1~~ad,
Go
moss."
ther
in
points on 'em here,
reckon ye1 1.1 leave this here counc;ry p~·etty ciu1cn:, too.
"How about Ezra's footpr ints?"
He was n~ht, for Ezra left the d.stnct that day and never
inches
twelve
foot
bioer
has
he
an'
zin'
"He toes out erma
returned to 1 t
'
"
"
wide. He wea1 s a ~quare toed boot."
long an' very
. Dick and Jack went on up the slope, and saw Ezra W:l"Is that so?"
at the top.
hams
"Yes."
He }rnrried across an open space, reaching the bi:.nk of a
"Look at these marks," pointing to some footpri11ts going
tumblmg stream.
off toward the tangle.
He attempted to le<lp across it with the box in h's arm:..
Hank examine d foe ma rks.
The. we;ght wa~ too great, however , and he struck the
Ezry's
young
"Them's his'n, shorely, yaas, an' there's
bank an mch or two short.
oppos;te
erlongsid e 'em."
He slipped backwar<l and into the water, the box falling
Now Dick said:
from his l!o'rasp.
"Yes, I see the smaller tracks."
Scrambl mg out with some trouble, for the stream was tuDick, Jack and Hank now followed the tracks, the others m'.:ltuou
s, he arose and snarled:
remained with the hor,;e~ .
Waal, ef I don't _J~et it, nuther do yew, yet blame rebels'.''
"Old Ezry is makin' young Ezrv tote that 'ere box," said
Then he drew a pistol to fire at Dick and Jack. been wetHank. ''He allu s was er lazy critter."
It merely snapped, however , the powder having
"And it's heavy?" asked Jack
tee! by being immersed in the stream.
"Yaas, I shoul{l sa y et wa :>." ·
Fearing ~hat Dick or Jack mi~ht fir~ upon him, he hur
~urrying on, the "tracks became fresher, the moss upon 1.
r ~? away mto the forest and quickly disappea red.
wlth
n:arked
sharply
being
set
were
them
of
some
which
Hallo, Cap'nl" called Hank, presently .
·
them.
returned Jack.
,','Hallo!"
its
down,
set
been
had
box
the
where
place
a
They found
ther feller?" asked Hank, coming forward.
Got
distinct.
most
being
outline
whole
know where it is, but we don't know if we can i;::et i
Hurryin g on they h1tard angry voices and the sound of or "'Ne
not."
rm.
ala
'.'.What do )'OU mean?"
:!'he~ th,;re :va~ .a shot, a yell and rapid footsteps .
.. T)1e bP:C·. ,,
ls."
Qmc~! said Dick. "We are almost upon the scoundre
VI here is it?
the
at
glade
open
an
reached
boys
bu
Hurryrng forw a rd the
j . "~illiams dropped it in the run. It's at the bottom,
foot of a steep decline.
to get at it."
trouble
some
be
will
it
holdlog
fallen
a
on
s·tting
Ezra
young
Here they saw
The boys leaped over, saw the box at the bottom, and be
'
ing a still smoking pistol in his hand.
'
to ma~e pr eparatio ns to get it out.
gan
snarled.
he
skunk"
ole
ther
shoot
did
I
"Don't keer ef
stnppe~l and went into the water, being tightly he!
Hank
'
thct."
o'
like
me
lick
ter
"He'd no bizness
by Jack:
"What did he lick yer fur?" asked Hank.
Stooping down he got the box and handed it to Dick ' w hr'
" 'Cause I wouldn't take this heavy box "
it out.
lifted
·
·
"Is that so?"
'.'.Now we've got to get it to the other side," said Jack.
"Yes."
That won't be so hard," laughed Dick. "Take hold au,
"Yer didn't kill him?" in a!! awed tone.
·
it with me."
swif!g
skunk."
"No! Wisht I had, ther ole
and Jack the other and began {
handle
one
held
J?1ck.
.
;;where' d he go?"
v
it back and forth.
That er way, up ther hill. I don't guess he 'sl}ects yc're I swmg
away flew the box, right acrO\
and
Dick,
said
go!"
HLet
ercomin' . I know I didn't."
stream to the onposite bank.
Dick had found the t rail and set out up the steen ascept. . theThe
;
boys followed.
"Was yer with him when he robbed my pap?" Hank asked.
it containe d "
money
the
and
ppenecl,
been
not
had
t
I
.
We
pqx.
the'i·
take
me
"No, he picked me up after an' made
·
.
reckoned yer wouldn't fdller, 'cause we sent ther hosses J mtac.t..
W1lhams, Curtis, and all the Tories concerne d in the rJ11
t'other way."
to that section.
returned
. bery di;sappe;ued and none
"You didn't, eh?"
re~ained with the L iberty Boys till tit
Hawkins
Hap.I!:
.
;;No."
of the war, ii!ld did nob.le work for the cause.
Huh! Ye're er big fool! Couldn't we see poth trflcks? end
Those who had known 111m befo:e hardly recognized hfl
We seen whar yer set ther box on er stµrpp, fll1' fl.fter on
'11
the end of the w~r, he had so improve d.
ther moss. Don't yer 'spect we're useter fo!lowin' tracks?" at. Bot
time
from
him
seen
had
she
for
him,
knew
Bryce
woµ)dn't
"We i·eckoned yer'cl be lookin' fur hoss tracks an'
time and had watched the changes in him.
know we'd took to our feet."
She became Mrs. Joseph Henry ,Hawkin s a year orJ
"Yer blame cow, we're erlookin ' fur all sorts."
~. and grew to be prouder of her husband the
afte1•warc
Hank looked around and then said:
. .
.lived.
ger she
.'.'Yer pap done tooked the box hisself, after ' di<;ln't. he?"
The Liberty Boys Jomed Gates at Charlott e and took
Yaas, he did."
in the subseque nt events of the campaig n.
:;Ye're er dutiful son, ben't yer, Ezry ?"
the:r
all
qo
me
makin'
ain't,
I
,
deserves
No Ir]-ore'n he
LJBERT Y BO ~
Ne~t week's i§;~ue will containNG"THE
work. .Ive ~a~ te,r cl? all your work an' my own ev~r ~ince JI SEVEN
IN THE FOREST."
FIGHTI
OR,
S;
BATTLE
nuther."
wages,
more
no
yew quit, an d1dn t git

)p

.

I

I

I

·
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FROM ALL POINTS

TEEL BLOCKHOUSES FOR THE ROBBER- .November 1 of this year and after checking up results find that they passed that mark considerably,
PROOF BANK.
earning $1,750.43 above feed costs.
Chicago,
around
banks
The robbery of suburban
The number of hens in the eleven flocks varied
been so frequent and so successful of late that
nkers have had to give no little attention to this somewhat during the year, but the average total
usual phase of banking. How to protect the each month of the year was 436 hens. This means
neys and securities placed in their care has been that the boys made a profit of a little more than $4
·
rave problem, but one thinking banker has solved above feed cost per hen.
At the same the Goshen boys launched their exby installing a steel blockhouse in his establishperiment nine boys of West Hartford, entered into a
nt.
he steel blockhouse is built into the wall of the similar venture. As some of these boys lived in
ilding, and can be entered through a narrow door suburban homes with limited facilities for keeping
either side. A number of loop-holes permit guns chickens they owned fewer hens than the Goshen
d machine guns to be used to cover every part boys. The average total for each month was 200
the banking rooms. The steel plate used is of hens. Although their total profits were but $784.55,
fficient thickness to resist small-arms fire. The their profits per bird were $3.92, but little less than
ns of the blockhouse also command the exterior that of the Goshen boys.
Now the boys think they can beat their own recth~ building. Night and day a guard is posted
th1s fortress, ready at an instant's notice to man ord and both clubs plan to continue their work another year. New members are being added to the
e guns and machine guns.
clubs and it is probable that a large mark will be
bank
this
up
hold
to
hope
can
- So no highwayman
covering the telle:i: with a gun; he will still have set.
The poultry clubs were organized through the Cone blockhouse to reckon with.
:;iecticut Agricultural College.

WBOYS RODE OUT TO ROPE THE SHE"RIFF.
Cow-punchers in the famous Rosebud country of
uthern South Dakota, angered because an olde range rider was arrested by State Sheriff
<tnks on the charge of peddling liquor in violan of the Statewide Prohibition law, mounted their
>u rses, unloosened their lariats and made every
paration to rope and drag the Sheriff, but he
be od them off with an automatic revolver.
el t was during a round-up celebration at the town
t 1 White River, in the heart of the Rosebud coun•1
. cow-punchers from far and near had gathered
participate in the riding and other feats and enthe festivities.
n the crowd were a number of persons who took
antage of the occasion to peddle liquor. Among
se was an old range rider who was very popular
h his fellows and the cow-punchers in general.
ithout disclosing his identity. the Sheriff
nded up and arrested all the booze peddlers he
Id find, arnong them the old-time range rider.
the cow-punchers started out to rescue him.
he Sheriff, with his automatic in evidence,
ed all his prisoners in jail.

ELECTRICALLY HEATED CLOTHES FOR
AIRMEN.
The extreme. cold encountered at the higher altitudes makes it necessary to provide electricallyheated clothes for airmen, at least in the instance
of most military machines which offer no protection to the passengers. The energy required to heat
these suits is generally around 80 watts, disposed
as follows: Helmet, 20 watts; each glove, 16 watts;
each moccasin, 14 watts. The energy is supplied at
12 volts, either from a storage battery or from a
small fan-driven generator of stream-line shape
mounted on the airplane, the fan being rotated by
t.he passage of the plane through the air. The heating elements are fiat loops of resistance wire spa~d
about seven per inch and about 9/32 inch wide per
row. They are machine-sewed on a cotton cloth
base, the cotton thread being carried along the top
and bottom of each row of loops parallel to the horizontal axis of the row. Flexibility results from this
mounting, and the base can be stretched or crumpled at will without danger of breaking the wire.
Each heating element is composed of two bare wires
in contact with one another throughout a considerable part of every loop, so that if a break occurs in
EARN $4 PER HEN.
any one wire, the effect is merely to force the small
!even boys of Goshen, Conn., started out Novem- amount of energy concerned through a conducting
1, 1918, to earn $1,000 profit in one year from path of smaller cross-section between the break and
r flocks of hens. They finished the experiment the near points of contact.
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But he was too high up. Nobody seemed to hea~
The cry was not taken up in the street.
Harry now perceived a flat skylight on the rea
--ORslope of the roof, about three feet down from th
ridge.
THE BOSS OF THE MESSENGER BOYS
It looked good to him.
"If I could once get on the right all right I coul
By RALPH MORTON
easy get to that skylight," he said to himself. "Wh
didn't I think of that before?"
(A Serial Story)
Just then he heard a tremendous crash below hi
Evidently the fire had eaten its way through t
CHAPTER V.
floor, and some heavy piece of machinery had tum
THE DREAM GIRL.
bled through to the floor below.
But the roof!
"This building is doomed," Harry said to himse
It was, as has already been mentioned, an old- "I must get out, surest thing. There is no use wai
fashioned shingle roof, and so steep that for anyone ing another instant."
His resolve once taken, Harry did not pull bac
to stand upon it seemed impossible.
Thrusting his other shoe into his coat pock
Nothing but a cat or a roofer could safely move
roof.
about on that
Harry climbed upon the window ledge, and lowe1
Still, something had .to be done, for the smoke ing himself backwards through the opening, hu
had now become so thick that the messenger boy down by his hands.
His height /was about five feet six. There w ·
could scarcely breathe, and the lantern light looked
less than three feet to drop.
dim and yellow.
Harry's heart was in his mouth. He did not dar
Gaining the window, Harry peered out.
It was a bright moonlight night, and he could see to let go.
But it had to be.
the roof distinctly about eight feet below.
•'If I go down there I go to my death," thought
Screwing up his courage at last, he abandoned h
Harry.
hold and dropped-d ropped to land astraddle of tl
Would the engines never come?
Not a sound could be heard except the rumble of ridge, where he sank down and clutched the shit
gles with his hands.
11
an elevated train down on Greenwich street.
relief?
a
what
Oh,
an
was
it
and
sound,
other
one
was
there
But yes,
But it took a moment or two for the boy to pt
ominous one.
It >ms the crackling of flames on the floor below. himself together.
This done, he turned around and cautiom
Harry's determinati on was quickly taken. It was
along the ridge until he was on a line w~·
crawled
consequentwas,
he
where
remain
to
certainly death
0
ly it was necessary to get somewhere else, and the the skylight.
Then he sat down and slid till his feet came 0
only place he could get to was that roof.
Luckily the window was directly above the ridge against the frame.
He could go no further without going to his dea0
of the roof.
would it be an easy matter to get back again.
nor
boss
a
to
message
a
with
Harry had once been sent
i
glanced up at the window.
Harry
it
although
roof,
steep
a
on
work
at
roofer who was
volume.
dense
a
in
out
Smoke was pouring
0
was by no means as steep as this.
And now he could hear men running and bkJ
He remembere d how he had climbed a ladder and
·i]
poked his head out through a scuttle, and seeing th~ clanging below him.
ie
last.
at
coming
were
engines
The
feet.
roofers walking about in their stocking
Harry turned his attentioi:i to the skylight. . .gj
He sat down on the top steps and pulled off his
It was not fastened, and it worked on a pair '
shoes.
fe
One he put in his pocket, with the other he began rusty hinges.
messe11:i
the
facts,
these
ascertained
Having
smashing the glass in the nailed-down sash.
The smoke went rushing out, but the cool night air I boy lost no time in getting down to business. :>l
He turned the skylight over on the shingles 1"
now came in just the same, and it felt good to No. 33,
E
down through the opening.
peered
too.
Jfo
It was as dark as a pocket.
With the heel of his shoe Harry knocked out the
Harry wished he had his 'lantern, for he co "
last remnant of the broken glass on the lower sash,
Jt
not see a thing.
and then leaned far out of the window.
"]
little.
mattered
it
But
could
He felt all right as to breathing now that he
an4io
go,
to
had
he
opening
that
through
Down
get the fresh air.
P erhaps now some one would see the smoke and decided to go unannounce d and take his chanc~u·
So again he loweted himself by his hands ;y
turn in an alarm. ·
dropped.
"Fire! Fire! Fire!'' yelled the messenger boy.

A.
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1 "You bet I will if I can!" cried Harry. "Who
It was but a short descent.
are these people t hen?"
feet.
stocking
his
in
lightly
Harry landed
1
" I'm sure I can't tell you. But of the house is
nothing.
see
could
Still he
Why was the place so dark when it was bright I going to be bumed ought we to waste a minute's
time talking?''
oonlight outside?
·'Not on your life! Are you-ar e you dressed?"
I
Harry struck a match.
"No. But my clothes are in that closet though,
with
room
small
a
in
standing
He found himself
unless they have been taken away."
eavy curtains against the windows.
"Then let me cut you free, and I'll stand out in
On one side was a bed, and there lay a young girl
hall while you dress."
the
under the covers, sound asleep.
but the door is locked. I don't know how you
Ah,
"
a
certainly
is
"Great Scott!" thought 33. "This
out unless you break through."
get
will
!"
into
butting
come
to
fellow
nice place for a
"Look here, I'll find a way!" cried Harry. "Are
His first thought was to sneak out- of the door.
your hands tied?"
Then came the recollection of the fire.
"Yes, and my feet, too."
peoThi$ girl must be warned! so must the other
this is barbarous. Have you been so ever
"But
ple in the house.
brought you here?"
they
since
already
had
flames
the
headway
For with the
" Yes. But you are talking again. Oh, please
ade next door there could scarcely be a doubt that
don't ! This seems to be a chance for me to escape.
his building was also doomed.
Harry lit another match, and seeing a lamp stand- Please do help me to make the most of it."
"You bet I will! I 'shall have to turn down the
ng on a table he proceeded to light that, too.
and cut the cold around your wrists."
covers
a
heard
he
when
this
ed
He had just accomplish
it quick. Then give me the knife, and I will
"Do
him.
behind
ustling
rest."
the
do
He wheeled about, and saw that the girl had
Out came Harry's knife, and the first part of
.
urned over on her ~ack.
programme was carried out on the instant.
the
Her eyes were wide open, and she was lookmg
the girl the knife, Harry turned his atGiving
traight at him.
the door.
to
tention
1 Harry gave a gasp.
It was indeed locked but when he shook it Harry
Instantly the memory of the portrait he had seen
discovered that it wa~ not bolted on the outside,
i t Mr. Semple's house flashed back to his mind.
as he feared might be the case.
living
The face of the girl in the bed was the
" Perhaps I can unscrew that lock with my knife,"
uplicate of the face in the picture.
the messenger boy.
thought
.
dr~ams!
It wa~ the lady of his
free?" he asked, turning to the bed.
you
"Are
frightened.
least
the
m
be
to
She did not appear
the girl. "Can you do anything
replied
"Yes,I'
boy
messenger
the
upon
besto~e~
she
look
The
door?"
th
'th
as rather one of curiosity.
e so. · Give me the knife. "
· a mome~ t · "A re ·wi"I think
"Yo~ are a new one, " sh e sai·d i~
Of course the end of the big blade snapped off
ou still another enemy~" Or can it be possible that
fi t th' g
ou are here to help me.
m ·
rs
"I'm only a messenger
d H
"M'18 "
But it worked better after that, and Harry was
. .
arry,
~, gasp.e
a
ne by one
th
t
bl
,
bmldmg
The
y. Im certamly not your enemy.
0
0
the d.oor back
remotve e scdrehws
n. ext door is all on fire. I got locked in there to- a Ae momen
.
more an e swung
f f h'
h
·
There was noise enough in the street nc:iw, but as
ght, and I had to drop down on t e roo o t is
stairs inside that
r t d t th h d 0 f the
use, and then I dropped down here thro~gh the H
d
ylight. There isn't the least doubt that this house h arry his en~d a t he ea
?"
ill go, too. You want to let your folks know about ouse e .cou no ear a ~oun :
anyway.
house,
th~s
m
be
to.
supposed
is
"Who
out
get
e fire. Everybody in the house wants to
demanded No. 33, turnmg back i:ito the room.
ght away."
"The only person I have seen smce those two men
peo."The
girl.
the
cried
,"
understand
don't
" You
e in this house are not my people. They are my brought me here is a horrible. old woman who .had
emies. I am a prisoner here. They have me tied waited on me," replied. the girl. "I can't believe
there are many people m the house. It has always
wn to this bed."
,, .
.
.
been very still."
say!"
"What!" cried Harry. "Why, you don't
cned
can,
you
as
qmck
as
Just
dress
and
up
"Get
and
seen
had
Snick
and
he
what
He remembered
.
outside."
Harry. "I'll stand
'
ickly added:
He retreated to the hall, and stood there m the
"Mebbe you're the girl I saw dragged in here
dark.
t of a hack the other night?"
Not a sound could be hea~d throughout the h~use.
"Indeed I am," was the reply. "I am sure I don't
~e ~ound the warmng, or sneak out quietly
.should
this
of
out.
me
get
can
you
if
b~t
are,
you
ow who
use without alarmmg these people you will earn with the girl .
(To be continu~d.) .
y everlasting gratitude."
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GOOD R.EADIN
. G
GIRL RUNAWAY HOME AGAIN
Two years ago Margaret Dickey, a pretty little
Irish girl of 14 years, disappeared suddenly from
her home in Scranton, Pa. Ever since her parents
h~ve conducted a nation-wide search, spending
virtually all their savings in frantic efforts to find
the last daughter.
Late last night a penniless girl wandered into the
Union Station, Washington, and appealed to the
Travellers' Aid Society, whose representatives suspected that she was a runaway. Finally she broke
down and told her story, and a telegram went to
the home she left two years ago.
To-day there was a happy but pathetic reunion in
the Union Station and the family joyfully returned
to Scranton.
The girl says she left her home simply because she
"wanted to see the world." After leaving she feared
to return or send any information of her whereabouts to her family, thinking they would not forgive her. Margaret said she had spent most of her
time in Philadelphia, Richmond and Petersburg,
having come to Washington last night from the
latter place, where she had been clerking in a store.
In all the places she said she used assmned names
and several times saw advertisements asking her to
return home.

And still, despite her record, Susan remains un
.1arried.
"There ain't a man liYin' I'd marry unless h
.:ould show me a good bank account and a bette
.ivin' than pie-makin' has brought me,'' says Susa
"Oh, yes; men have eaten my pies, waxed senti
mental under the influence of the pastry and got re
silly an' proposed. Not long ago a certain well mea
in' man ate one of my pumpkiil pies, and when h
had eaten the last morsel, he says :-'Susan I wan
you in my home for life.' 'Go-long,' I replies, 'let'
see your bank book.' He lit out and I never laid eye
on him again.'
"What's my receipe '! That's a secret of my bus
ness. But I do 'bout as other folks do-mix thin
up and put the pies in the oven to simmer. I nav
bother much about them, but somehow they com
out all right, with flaky crusts an' luscious inside
It's pie intuition, I guess."
NEW CLIPPINGS.
In a sound amplifier invented by a Californi
scientist the fall of a feathe1; makes a noise like
wrest ler thrown upon a mat.
The reservoir of a new fountain pen holds as muc
as an ordinary small bottle of ink and is shaped t
fit the hand comfortably.

WORLD'S CHAMPION PIE-MAKER
A recently patented toy sqldier can be made
hold
a rifle in several positions, including that
Who is the champion pie-maker of the world?
Susan Lisby, stout, generous and a recognized firing.
pastry wizard, lays claim to that honor.
As head cook of Pennsylvania l\Iilitary College at
Loose woolen trousers for athletes to slip on ov
Chester, Pa., she has b:;ikeci exactly 23,600 pies dur- their scanty attire while resting, much as sweate~
ing the past six years. And every one of them has are worn, are a novelty.
brought gastronomic joy divine to "P. l\I. C." cadets. I
But that is only one item in Susan's pie-making
A gum containing from 10 to 20 per cent. rubbe
record. For ten years, she was pie-maker-in-chief has been discovered in the Malay Peninsula.
at Swarthmore College and, during that period, she
Two ovens of the usual kind and a third on t~
baked seventy-five pies a week or a total of 39,000.
When Susan t ransplanted her pie-making efforts fireless cooker principle featt:re a new gas range. 1
from Swarthmore to Pennsylvania Military College,
A sugar co'11pany's milis scatter ed throughout t
there was a near-riot among Swarthmore students.
They held meetings and passed urgent resolutions Fiji Islands have been linked by radio telegraphy.
I
for the rehabilitation of the ·pie wizard, but Susan
For motorists or campers an Ohio man has p£i
was deep in the joy of concocting fruit-upholstered
pastry circles for appreciative cadets and she re- ented a two-gallon pail that folds flat lih an op
hat.
fused to budge.
Susan's pies have cured the most acute cases of
The Government of France has opened a sch
homesickness among the eadets at the college. A
cadet's tear ducts may have been moist for days; of medicine and one of agriculture in French W
there may have been a lump in his throat as big as Africa.
a walnut, but once he collides with one of Sµsan's
pies, memories of home and mother become dim, and
An Australian engineer has invented an
joy floods his being.
that is run by sewe1· gas.
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INTERESTING ARTICLE

Natio1:al Thrift Day, Saturday, January 17, 1920.THRIFT WEEK.
To enlis t the Nation in a campaign to "Save first
Koen interest on the part of the public in the proand spend afterward s." In other words, to stick
beginning
Week
Thrift
national
jected plans for a
resolutely to the pl'Ogr.'.lm of making th.e present
J anuary 17, 1920, has been evidenced in many ways
insure the future by the regular saving and inalrt)ady, the Savings Division of the Treasury Devestment of some part of every pay envelope to
the
of
partment announced to-day. The purpose
finance future opportuni ties or needs; to invest
off
country
the
start
to
week will be the endeavor
savings safely, p1·eferably in loss-proof Governin the New Year with a sound financial program
ment securities ; to curb the profiteer by demandf or eve1 y individual and household. Two ends are
ing a dollar's worth of goods for every dollar
l
sought. First, that the condition of the individua
spent.
be improved, and second, that the financial and inin all
dustrial strength of the nation be increased by the Thrift Sunday, January 18.-Serm ons
economic
of
relation
American pulpits on the
g reat sums of capital which will accrue through the
life to religious well-being, and the need of sharractice of steady saving and safe investmen t on
·
ing with others.
ht: part of r.itizens.
e~119.-To
l\fon~ay
Day,
e
.Insuranc
"The importance to the country of the practice of Nation~l Life
family
one's
protectmg
of
e
m1portanc
t~e
p~as1~e
hrift and saving by the individua l is not readily
with hfe msurance .
ppreciable," said William Mather Lewis, director
-Own-Hoi_ne Day, Tuesday, J~nuary 20.Own-Your
agthe
in
results
its
"until
f the savings division,
To show why desirable and how possible to own a
regate are summed up. While the country was
home.
uying twenty billion dollars worth of Liberty
onds, it also put away more than a billion dollars l\Iake-a-Will Day, Wednesday, January 21.-To
urge men to make wills, and in so doing impress
n War Savings Stamps, and savings bank deposits
upon them the necessity of making provision for
bi!eight
some
increased
this country also have
the future.
on dollars during the years the world has been at
Thrift-in- Industry Day, Thursday , January 22.-To
ar.
emphasize the need for factory thrift, and the
it "The absorptio n of the Liberty Loans was due
value of co-O!_)Cration between capital
economic
but
credit,
mewhat to extension of our national
0
labor.
and
bank
in
increas€s
and
urchases of Savings Stamps
show
eposits were almost wholly due to the wise prefer- Family Budget Day, Friday, January 23.-To
family
in
plan
budget
the
using
of
e
importanc
nee of the individual for increasin g his own and thej the
finance.
untry's capital account instead of using his funds
-Bills Day, Saturday, January 24.-To emPay-Your
j
unnecessary spending.
phasize the moral obligation to pay debts.
"lt is to bring to the attention of the country that
oe can, without sacrificin g its pleasures or curtailFormal pledges to co-operation in furtherin g Nag its comforts, add several billion dollars more to
Thrift Week thus far includes the voluntary
tional
Na-1'
a
for
plans
s capital account next year that
a large. firm to give a share of its advertisof
offer
been
have
year
the
in
il;nlonal Thrift Week early
ing space, and resolution s by three of the largest
·lr omulgated.
Bank"Steady additions to the nation's capital are ne- banking groups of the country, the American
AssociaBankers'
t
Investmen
the
n,
Associatio
ers'
ssary if we are to take advantag e of the trade and
The
dustrial opportuni ties that will keep us at our tion and the American Institute of Banking.
Orleans
New
in
n
conventio
recent
its
at
latter
refrain
must.
We
y.
prosperit
·esent full tide of
om unnecessary and extravag ant spending if we adapted the following r esolution:
"Intellige nt and systemati c practice of Th.rift dee to bring prices down. Having saved money, it
the
essential that the individua l invest safely. To velops a higher type of individual and increases
therefore
we
nation;
the
of
strength
economic
is end we urge continued investme nt in Governthe
ent securities, on which steady and good interest pledge ourselves to continue in co-operation with
nt
governme
the
of
nts
several bureaus and departme
,t urns are assured, '\Vith full return of principal.
are
as
agencies
or
ions
organizat
other
"Savings Stamps and Treasury Savings Corti- and also such
ates will be available again next year at banks engaged in promotin g public and private thrift.
"We especially pledge ourselves to support and
gi d postoffices, . an~ Liberty B.ond~ m~y .be purf. or the success of the thrift plans being made
work
1
n."
ased at or througn an~ bankmg. msbtut10
week beginning January 7, 1920, 'Qy the War
the
for
at
as
Week,
Thnft
Nation~!
The progra~ for
Loan Organiza tion of the Treasury Departme nt.··
esent tentatively planned, is as follows:
1

I

I
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l laid back, he tore over the now dangerously declini
path with a speed that was truly wonderful.
Still in my rear pressed the fearful brute, som
By Col. Ralph Fenton.
times gaining slightly, and anon, as the path gre
level, falling behind, upon which occasions he wou
The shades of evening were gathering fast, and give vent to a roar of disappointment that seem
already the ravine below was enwrapped in a gloom to shake the very rocks around.
through which objects were scarcely discernible, as
I determined to hazard a shot, hoping by so
I rode along a narrow path that swept around one of fortunate chance to disable or perhaps to deter hi
the many spurs of the Nevada mountains.
from further pursuit.
I had been over to a neighboring ranch to look afReaching to the holsters for one of my revolve1
ter some cattle, and happening to find a jovial set of I tightly grasped the reins at short hold, and tur
fellows congregated there, had stayed longer than I ing slightly in the saddle, took quick aim and fire
had intended, or, in fact, was prudent, for the InA roar of pain followed the crack of the pist
dians were unusually bad that summer, and had al- and at the same instant I felt my horse pitch fo
ready committed many depredations.
ward on his knees, and then, after struggling fl.ere
The mezcal had, as a matter of course, circulated ly for a moment turn upon his side.
freely, and as I rode home with my favorite horse
As the animal fell I picked my feet from the sti
beneath me-a thoroughbred of an almost human- rups and remained standing astride his body, st
1
like intelligence-I felt that lightness of spirit that ho~~~~i~o~~~;~~ ~~e bear was not more than twe
is said to always accompany the peculiar condition
superinduced by a free use of the ardent.
ty-five or _thirt;y yards di~tant, cha1:ging with .
As my horse slowly picked his way along the nar- most ferocity, his. mouth wide open still, from wh1
row and rocky defile, I gave vent to my feelings in the ~oam was ~ymg.
a well-remembered song.
I With a hastily muttered prayer for help, I aga

TRAPPING A GRIZZLY

I w_as awak~ned once or twice from ~hese pleasant fir~ith the shot the brute slightly paused, shook h
rev~r1es to evmce a good deal of une~sme~s by a ~ow huge head and with a savage growl raised hims
whmny now and then, or else by tossmg his head imh" h' · d fe t
· 1 as h t
is m
·
pabent_y
e u~ne d t 0 sm"ff th e b.reeze th a t came upon
H e appeared
toe feel
that I was in his power, al;ll
from directly b~hmd me as I thus. IOde. . . .
his very look seemed to say as much.
I glanced beh~nd me, but observmg no md1cabons
That brief respite saved my life.
of danger, I agam resumed my song and ~o~e 0 1:·
My gallant horse was still struggling to regain
B~t I was doomed to a sudden and startlmg rnter- feet , and wondering what it could be that preven
ruptwn.
.
his doing so, I glanced downwards, and to my hOj
A de~p savage growl, that mad_e my h?rse sprrng r or discovered that the cork of the left hind s~
convulsi~ely forward, sounded dire~tly m my e~r, had in some manner been caught in a root th
and look~ng back I beheld a h~ge g1:izzly bear, with cr ossed tl:e path, and which was holding fast beyof1
mouth wide open and eyes glarrng with hungry fury, the hope of release unless th e shoe itself shou8
charging down the narrow path at full speed.
gl.ve way under his efforts.
~
Although well armed wit? both rifle and revolvers,
Speaking an encouraging word, and slightly jeti
I _kn~w that there was n? time to sho": fight, and so, . ing the reins, I induced the frightened animal to ('
diggmg the spurs deep rnto my. horse s flank, I fl.ed new his struggles, just as the bear had again dropp
at a break-neck pace down the side of the mountarn. on all fours and came charging upon me.
a
The grizzly bear can make but poor headway up . Once more I fired, and then dropping the weapf
hill, but give_ him a downw~rd road, let the decline I drew my long sheath-knife for the final struge, 1
be ever so slight, and he will put the fleetest horse
Another instant and the fearful combat worb
on his mettle.
have begun; I felt the hot and fetid breath of ~·
Well mounted as I was, and trusting fully to the monster upon my cheek; I saw the glare of his Sf E
excellent qualities of the animal I bestrode, yet the j age eyes close to my face; the cavernous mouth ef.h
conviction fixed itself upon my mind that a single j its rows of long sharp teeth was grinning above~<
misstep or the slightest stumble would bring the
Again I commended my soul on high, w!oen w. . 1
fierce brute upon me, and then I knew that the tale I a last desperate effort the shoe gave way, and it
would soon be told, for it was rare indeed that even ' brave horse sprang to his feet, raising me with E
the most experienced hunters ever escaped with life ~ as he did so, and in another in stant was tea n
from a hand-to-hand conflict with the animal that madly down the rocky defile.
s,
was panting in my rear.
The trying incidents of the last few mom . ~
1
My horse seemed to be actuated with the same de- seemed to have lent renewed speed to my ho
sire with which I myself was possessed, namely, to feet, and in a short time we debouched upon 0
put as much space between his pursuer and himself plain below, where Bruin, knowing it would be
as possible, and so, with outstretched neck, and ears less to follow, gave up the chase.
J
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A good deal unnerved, I rode homewards, arriving f
my ranch in time for supper.

25

I had fallen into a deeper nap than usual, when

i I was suddenly awakened by the voice of Joe Hum-

Here I found two or three friends stopping for the I ley, who whispered in my ear:
ht, and among them an old acquaintance whom I I "The calf's stopped bleating all of a sudden. The
s more than glad to take once more by the hand.
bear's about, dead sure; so wake up, and keep your
Joe Rumley was known upon the border as one eyes skinned."
f the most daring and successful hunter s of the day.
He had scarcely ceased when he abruptly jerked
Joe was intensely interested in my description of his arm up, and pointing to an open space on the
e evening's adventure, and when I had finished, 1 opposite side from where he stood, said:
eclared that he intended making meat of that iden" Look there!"
ical "bar," or, to use his own .expression, " hump
I did look, just in time to see the bear make his
is back a-trying."
rush upon the now silent and frightened calf.
The next morning earl~ Joe began his preparations
A savage yell, as he fastened upon his prey, a
r the capture of the grizzly.
sharp click, and the trigger flew high in air, and
A young calf was caught, and led by a lasso to a then with a crash the heavy tree descended directly
pot near where my horse had fallen, and was there across the bear's loins, crushing him to the
• ·ea while the trap was being constructed.
earth.
A tree eighteen or twenty inches in diameter was
For a few moments there was an awful struggle,
lled as near the path as possible, and the bra:µches as the immense beast strove in vain to free himself
pped off for some distance up the trunk.
from the weight that held him down, and the mounThe "dead fall" was now ready for the triggers tain re-echoed again and again with his roars of
d bait.
pain and rage.
t The former was constructed of a couple of stout
·we opened a rapid fire upon our now.helpless foe,
k rails.
.and in a few minutes had the satisfaction of seeing
. An upright, five feet long, the end slightly flat- his struggles entirely cease.
ed, upon which was to r est the long t rigger that
Sending for the horses and ropes, we dragged him
ojected backward directly under the body of the to the ranch, where he was finally disposed of
n. e and immediately over the calf, which was among the neighbors.
e etched upon the earth and bound to a stout stake
I have yet one of those terrible claws, and some·ven firmly in the ground. Upon this upright the times, when I come across it, I think with a shudder
L e was to rest.
of that fearful afternoon amid the Nevada mount was the old figure-four plan of setting a trap, tains.
h h the difference that there were only two triggers.
.. ..... ..
t he tree was raised by means of levers, the trigs set, the calf bound to the stake, and the dead CANADIAN SOLDIERS TRAINING FOR PEACE.
~ was complete.
Canada is training 19,290 ex-soldiers in the arts
·h here was a chance that the bear might take it ~f peace, according to Col. ~ugh Clark, M. P., Par,
his head to come down during the day, but it ·Iiamentary Secretary. He said that at the end of the
scarcely possible.
fiscal year the cost of the Department of Soldiers
e returned to the ranch to await night, and then Civil Re-Establishme~t would run up to $57,000,?00,
ied out for the scene of action.
and that probably a like amount would be reqmred
here was a tolerably good moon, just right for to continue the work for the next two years.
purpose, light enough to see through the sights
While the war is practically over and demobilizarifle at short range, and yet not enough to be- tion almost complete, we are maintaining another
our hiding-places to the bear as she should de- army, who are being trained in' the arts of peace and
d the mountain.
'not in t,he arts of war. These are disabled men and
e wind was in our favor, and blew from the miners who are being vocationally trained.
ter in which we .expected our game.
That army numbers to-day 19,290, each one of
e took up our positions in a thicket in easy range whom draws pay and allowance ranging from $60
e trap, and then prepared to exercise our pa- to $150, according to the number of dependents,
e e as well might be.
while taking a course of training averaging seven
w e hours wore slowly on, and in deep silence we months. Moreover, we have 6,556 receiving free
d ited the approach of our quarry.
medical treatment with pay and allowance at our
e bleating of the calf was now continuous, and hospitals, and 12,000 more receiving free medical
new that if the bear was within a scope of two treatment without pay and allowances.
, or even more, he would be pretty sure to scent
The number applying for vocational training is
rey.
still large, the increase for last week being 1,368.
me ·dnight had come and gone.
The expenditure on this work is a national investtor ozed as I sat with my back against a fall en piece ment, since it encourages the disabled man to be·
ber.
come a worker and a producer.
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descriptio n,' and was therefore quite particula r ·
selecting a hiding place. A fe~v days later s
thought she would take a look at her hidden trea
NEW YORK, DECEMB ER 26, 1919.
ure, with the view of assm-ing herself that t
it, but on goi
. - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -""' money was where she had hidden
be imagin
easily
can
surprise
her
place
the
to
I
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
when, on placing her hand where the money oug
to have been, she discovere d that it was gone. Ma
.OG Cents
Slngle Copies .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . • • • • • •
1tcrs remained in that condition up to a few da
.7.> Cents
One Copy Three :M onths...... ............... .......
ago, when, hearing a i·at traveling around the hou
One Copy Six .Uont!1s .......•...... .• : .. ...•. . •.... $1 .50
One Copy One Year....... .. ............. .......... 3.00
the idea struck her that rats were the real pu
Joiners of her money. Going to work with a vi
POST AGE FREE
she was not long in ripping up two or three pla
HOW TO SEKD )fO •. EY-At our risk send P. 0. i\Ion~y
Order, Check o r H~g-i>tpred Let ter; rem i ttanc~s in an)· ot1ter
from the floor of one of the rooms of the house, a:n
way are at your ri,k. We nccept PoMage Stamps tl'e same a~
cash. When SC'ntllub ~·dln~r wrap the Co1n in a se parate pi~C'e
g a close search, was greatly elated to flb
institutin
or paper to a<'olcl cuttiu!' the envelope. \\"rite your uaroe and
'
address plainly. _\ddre8s lett ers to
that l'Odents had actunlly s1.olen the money, pack
it away, and made a cozy bed of it, for there
~ FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
N. Hastings TI' olfT, Pres.
was before her eyes. Every bill was found intao
E. Byrne. Treas.
168 West 23d St., N. Y.
Charles E. Nylander, sec.
I
not ~ dollar missing.
il
•• ...... ••
1
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AND

CHUCK LES

Topfloor (irritably )-Say, shut that door, ,,
Three separate and distinct sounds are given by
Office Bo).E
an electric bell which operates on onlinary light- yolt. Were you brought up in a bJ.rn?
e
elevator.
the
ing current by means of a transform er. In the home No, sir; in
fl
the bell can be connected with push baj;tons inma;
good
my
for,
in
you
are
what
nd
Visitor-A
and
kitchen,
front,
doors,
1
sta1led at three different
Visitor-e
sidE!, for example. When one button is pr~sed a Prisoner- Rc1bbery at a summer hotel.
u~
r·?
1
clear ring results, when the second is operated a -which were you, proprieto r or headwaite
:
.
.
.
. .
1
buzz is produced, and when the third button is
~
agam.
married
be
to
gomg
ls
maJor
He-The
the
In
tesults.
pushed a combined buzz and ring
the lighrt
office or- shop this bell will prove most useful since i - Why, when his wife died he said that
wh)'ei
r:ason
no
'.s
it can ?e ~sed to call three different persons without his life ?ad ~?~e out. He-There
iri ·
the1e?
is
match,
another
stuke
t
necess1ta tmg them to count the number of rings, as shouldn
·d
·
,,
.
.
"
must o~ten be done wh~n the customar y signaling
Man ~s .t~e .only ammal t~1~t uses tobac~o, bo
system is employed. This bell has no contact points
the proh1b1t10111st, who had JOmed the Anb-tob;uJ
to burn out, no batteries to replace.
Leaprn. "Yes," replied the Rounder. "And ]\.10
also the only animal that is always minding of
of
plains
semiarid
the
on
living
ants
of
A species
people's business. "
Texas cultivate areas of grass about their dwellings .
The head of the college was very angry. so·'h.
On the cultivated space, which may have an area of
ten to fifteen feet, only one kind of grass is allowed confess that this unfortuna te young man was c;tri
to grow, and it is said that the seeds of this grass to the pump and drenched with water? Now}v
1
are planted by the ants. Roads are laid out regularly, pal't did yotl take in this disgracef ul affafr ?" t B
radiating from the hill across the plain, and the left leg, sii-," replied the undergra duate meekly} t~
shoots of undesirab le plants are promptly nibbled off
8
Wife (in railway train)-It 's mo1tifyin g to 1~
as fast as they appear among the crnps. When the
harvest of the protected grass is ripe the ants col- you act so. Why don't you get up and he! ~
lect the seeds and convey them along a radi::tting young lady raise that window? Dutiful Hus hiJ
a
highway to the little rooms in their hills. Interest- She's so pretty I was afraid you'd be mad.
intiny
these
of
ing and wonderfu l is the economy
Wife-No w, if you intend to give me a bi
sects. They may, when tl:e colonies are large ai~d
you needn't go to one of those Cheap c
present,
gram
to
damage
ble
considera
~umerous enough, d.o
-No, i d
m fields where their mounds are reated and the ninety-nin e-cent stores for it. Husband
dollar it
a
to
go
I'll
expense!
the
Hano, my love
clearings made.
J

I
aI

.

,,,

Mrs. Malade (weakly )-! wish to explain
A short time ago Mrs. Mike Huller, who keeps
Soli
grocery at Eighth and Elm streets, Henderso n, Ky., again about willing my property. Family
it
Leave
yourself.
worry
don't
there;
There,
'
bills
in
hid away where she could easily find it $76
·
I
suppose
dly)-!
(resigne
Malade
Mrs.
required
desire
or
for use at a time when necessity
anyway.
it
get
You'll
well.
i
l'Odent
the
of
not
but
thieves,
of
it. She thought

m

me
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
WILD TURKEYS ABOUND.
Pennsylvania is believed to have mo1·e wild turkeys
ow than in twenty-five years, according to Seth E.
ordon, Acting Secretary of the Game Commission.
He has just returned from visits to central and
uthem counties. The weather conditions have been
vorable for propagation and the State authorities
,.e bought numerous turkeys and turned them
ose to breed.
In some sections of the State, where turkeys had
en almost e.·tinct, this plan has resulted in noticele increases. Flocks of as high as twenty-five
rds have been reported from some counties. The
ild turkey season opens November 15, and lasts
teen days.

been killed and taken daily, while probably as many
more thousands of mutilated fish sink to the bottom.
Some of the White Head fishermen estimated the
catch, or rather the :Kill, in one day recently at
37,500, and as thirteen boats have since then been
added to the fleet the slaughter must now be much
greater.
The fishermen are not only ignorant of the
proper method of handling the dynamite, but also
very careless, and many accidents have occurred.
A young man on board a pollock boat held a stick
of the explosive too long in his hand while igniting
the fuse and the dynamite exploded while he held
it, blowing him twenty feet away over the rail. His
body was picked up in fragments. Another man on
the vessel ·was maimed.
ANIMAL ELECTRO CUTION.
In most cases the cartridge is suspended from a
Recently, at a Los Angeles ' motion-pict ure colony,
block of wood by a piece of ratline stuff two or three
re took place an interesting electrocutio n, the
fathoms long. The line is wound around the wood,
tim in this case being a big leopard which had
the fuse is lighted and the whole thrown overboard.
n employed filming so-called "animal stuff." BeThe weight of the cartridge unwinds the line, and
se of the treacherous attitude of this leopard, it when
the dynamite reaches the proper depth- the
s decided to execute him before injury befell any explosion
occurs, right in among the pollock school,
the plarers. At ·f ast shooting \Vas decided upon,
killing the fish by hundreds.
in view o.f the extreme beauty of the animal's
1
On one occasion in throwing out a cartridge the
t, electrocution \ms finally adopted. A large line
caught on the end of the main boom. The five
I plate was placed on the floor of the cage, and men
of the crew could not get the line clear and
ire fastened to the animal's leg. When the leo- immediatel
y thre\v themselves face down on deck.
d was finally coaxed over to the steel plate, the The boom
was torn from the jaws, but the men
0-volt current was switched on for an instant, escaped
uninjured.
lting in the immediate death of the erstwhile
On another boat the line caught around the mast,
i0n-picture performer.
and all hands on board would have- been killed had
not one of the men had the presence of mind to cut
FISHING WITH DYNAMIT E
the line and throw the cartridge overboard. The
0 he killing of fish by the explosion of dynamite explosion came as the dynamite touched the water
I ridges is causin~ great slaughter among the I and threw up a pillar of water
such as is raised by
a, y pollock schools m Passamaqu oddy Bay and in a whirlwind.
, Bay of Fundy, and also great
y tement among the fishermen,
· there have been several acciATTENTIO N, · SCENARIO WRITERS!
s and one death from the use of
Get the New Book on Scenario Construction
~o
lp
m1·te.
How- To
ba hile the Canadian fishery cruisave been ordered to prevent the
Write Them
By JAMES P. COGAN
g of fish with dynamite within
Price 35 Cents Per Copy
irt t erritorial limits, the practise is
It contains all the most recent changes in the method of construction and
submission of scenarios.
ap g carried on my many boats in
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing, from the most
in d Manan waters, both within
elemental to the most advanced principles.
ithout the limit, and more fish
This treatise covers everything a person must know in order to become a
illed in one day by the dynasuccessful scenario writer.
,
All the newest wrinkles are clearly e:i::plained, and every known good point
t method than have usually been
is shown, to increase your chance of selling your work.
. . in an entire season in nets and
)1!Cl
FOR SALE BY ALL NEWS-DEAL ERS AND BOOK STORES.
it awls.
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price, 35 cents, in money or
ig
pollock recently began to
postage stamps, and we will mail you one, pos tage free. Address:
L. SENARENS, Number 219 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1, and ever since they put
appearance thousands have

SCENARIOS
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
FISHIN G BY MICROPHONE.
Norwegi an fishermen are using
a species of submari ne telephone
to aid them in their work. A microphone is lowered from a fi shing boat and connected by a wire
to a telephone in the boat. The
fisherma n listens at the instrument and when the fish hold a
meeting the listening device records the disturba nce.

TOKIO CARD

TRICK.

You place lh-e cards in a
H.emo,·e one ot them
hat.

nncl then a :-;k

their own. Eleven of the Clothier
boys own farms in western
Reno. J. B. Clothier 's father had
thirteen children, all grown.

vour audience

r,::::.;:;::;:::::;~ l1nw ninny rem :..ii11. Upon ex am ination tb f."" r emnini ng four
A very ch. . ,er
lrnn~ vnni!'hf'd.

Pr ice lO c. by mail,
postpaid, with d i1·ectio n s.

trk k.

11. F. LA:SG, 1815 Centre St .. B ' klyn, N. Y.
TUE HELLO l'UZZLE.

TIMBER WOLF KILLED .
After terrorizi ng the inhabitants of Anton county, Kentuck y,
for many months, the timber
wolf that has killed sheep,
calves and dogs was killed by
Isaiah Burden one morning reFISH HAS HORNS.
cently on "The Point," near Pink
Nall's farm. The animal was
have
fish
peculiar
Some very
been . caught in a pool on the brought here and exhibite d at
Conley farm, near Osceola, Ia., the Garrick Theater. It weighand of them is on display in a ed about seventy-five pounds.
store window here. Despite the
fact that hundred s have examined the fish, no one can identify SAVE.D LIFE; GETS $169,000.
it. It is four inches long and in
Elmer Flicking er of Columbicolor and shape resembles a catfish. It has gills and fins on the ana, 0., today is $169,000 richer
top of its tail. It also has horns because he saved the life of a
on its head and four legs similar Montgom ery, Ala., woman two
years ago.
to a frog.
Flicking er, while a private in
the 37th (Ohio Nationa l Guard)
Division, in training at Camp
FAMILY TOO BIG.
Sheridan , rescued the woman in
B.
J.
of
When the family
. The other
Clothier, a farmer of western a runaway accident
by an agent
notified
was
he
day
Suna
has
Kan.,
Reno County;
and MinIron
tt
Cohasse
the
of
day dinner, it has to be held out
womthe
by
that
y
Compan
ing
fourteen
are
in the yard. There
rights
mining
of
leases
will
an's
grown sons and daughte rs in the
ery had
Clothier family, most of them on lands near Montgom
him.
to
given
been
married and with families of

Can you get the ring otr?
This puzzl e is the latest ere·
ation of Yankee ingenuity.
Apparently it is the easies t
thing in the world to remove
the ring from the b l ock, but
it takes hours ot study to
discover the trick unless yo u know bow it is
done. Price, by mall. postpaid. lOc; 3 for 25c,

ll. F. LA:\"G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn. N. Y.
SllERIFF BADGE.

\\ ith this badgo at·
tacbed to your coat or
>est you can show the
I.Joys t hat you are a
sllerift, and it they
don't beh a Yo t h em·
seh ·es you might lock
them up. It is a l.Jeau tl·
ful nickel-platP d badge,
2V.. l>y 21h inch es in
size, with the wo~d j
H.r Heck"
"~berirt ~3.
face of It. " Ith a pin
the
on
letters
In uickel
on the back for attaching it to your cloth·
ing. Send for on~ and barn >ome fun with
the hoys.
Price 15 cents. or s !o r 40 cent s ; sent b 7
mail, post paid.
U. 1". I.ANG, 1815 Cftatrc S t ., B ' kl y n, N. ~
RUBB EU \' ACUt"l\I SUC.KEitS.

The latest novelty out! Dishes and plat!i
will stlck to th e table, cups to the sauce!'
like glue. Put one und er a glass and then
Lots o! tun.
You can't.
tr:v to lift It.
i\iways put it on a smooth surface and wet
the rubber. lll a n.v · other tricks can be ac•
complish~cl with this novelty.
Price. 12 d s. egch by mail. postpaicl.
FUANK S'.\UTH, 521 W. 134th St., Ne\V Yor
TRIC1'

cur.

J\Iade of natural white wood turned. wit
two compartmc uts; n round, l.Jlark ball fit
on th ose compartme nts; the other Is a sta
tlonarv hall. Hv a littl e prn ctice you m:ik
the 1>1;1ck b n l! ,;an is h; a great trick n oveltJ
nnd immen Re ~e l ler. Price toe·. postpaid.
WOLFJ<' XOYEl/l'Y CO .. 16S W. 23<l St., N, t

STE RY MAGAZINE''
"Movine Pict11re Stories'' "MY
PUBLISH ED SEMI-MO NTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
A Weekly Magazine De.v oted to Photoplay s and Players
PRICE SIX CENTS PER COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnifice nt Colored Cover Portraits
13
of Prominen t Performe rs. Out Every Friday
Each number contains Five Stories of the Best "Films on the
Screens-E legant Half-tone Scenes from the Pia.l's-Int eresting
ot
Articles About Prominent P eople in the Films-Doi ngs
Actors and Actresses in th e Studios and \V bile Plct.ure-mu kingL essons in Scenario Writing.
THIS

LITTLE MAGAZIN E GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR
MONEY •'.!' HAN A:-OY OTHEli SDIILAR PUB·
LlCA'.J:'ION ON THE .MARKET!

Its a uthors are t he ve1·y best that mon ey can procure; its
profuse illu stration s are exquisite, and its special articles are by
the greatest experts in their particular line.
Buy a copy Now from you r newsdealer , or send u s 6 cents In
you any number
moue~· or pos tage stamps, and we will mall
you desire.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., New York City

Handsom e Colored Covers-3 2 Pages of Reading- Great
Authors- Famous Artists-F ine Presswor k

It contains exciting and my s teriou s d et ect h'P sto.ries, sk etches.
novelettes, serials and a large amount of othe r mterestmg matter.
Order a co py from tbis li s t.
-

LATEST IS SUES No.

No.
au '.l'RAILED BY A FRENCH
DE'l'ECTIV E. by R. Re·
naud.
37 A DROP OF INK, by Lieut.
Rotert W. Warden.
38 THE TEN DOCTORS, Ill'
Allan Arnold Fo:i:.
39 'l'HE STAIN ON PAGE 61.
by Charles T . .Jordan.
(0 THE ~!ASKED MYS 'l'J<;RY,
by Police Ser&"ennt Kelly.
H TTIE BLACK SOUL, by
Beulah Po)'nter.
42 SANCTUA RY. by William
Hamilton Osborne.
(3 THE .\IYSTERY OF THE
by
SHADOWS ,
SEVE:-1
Cbarks F . Oursler.

44 'l'HE SIG:-1 OF THE DRA·
G0:-1. b:v C. Martin Edd7,

.Jr.

45 "THE MAGIC OF DETEC·

'l'IVE \\' 00 FANG," bJ
Frank Whitfield.
40 TllE DECOY.. by Willi
Jlnmilton Osh0rne.
HOT lSko WlTH
47 THrn
STEPS, by H.a.lpb D. Po
CLO C
TH.ff.
48\\"lllo;N
STHUCK 13, hy Dr. Ha
Euton.
4() A rmCE OF BLOTTf.
PAPER, by Dorothy We
GO THE $200.000 111'.STER Y,
Ethel Rose~on,

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 51 it
"THE CASE OF DOCTOR BRICE," by Mary R. P: Ha
FUANK TOU SEY, Publisher, 16S W. 23d St .. New York

BIG VALUE for I0 Ots.

THROW YOUR VOICE

6 Songs, words a nd music ; 25 Pictu res l'retty Girls ;40 Ways to Mak e
:.IIoney ; 1 Joke Book ; 1 Book on
I,o,-e ; 1 MagiC' Book ; 1 Book I,etter

Learn to throw your voice into a
r.
, trunk, under the bed, outin the hall
or anywhere. Lots of F UN fooling
the Teacher. Janitor, Policeman or
Frien<!s. The VENTRII,O is a little i nstrument t hat fi ts into the
mouth out of sight. An yo ne can
u se it, Never Fails. A 32 pa ge book
on VENTRII,OQUI SM sent with
the Ventr ilo fo r JO eta. and ~ eta. postage.

W ril ing j 1 Dream Boo k and For ..

·Kaiser's Dream

"END YOUR

wm m ake you scream, given w ith above.

Soutlt Norwalk, Collll.

IOTA.L NOY, l'O., Box II,

tune T eller ; 1 Cook Book ; l Base
Ball Book, gives rules for games ; l
T oy Make r Book; I,an guage of
Flowers ; 1 Morse Telegraph Alph abet; 12 Chemical Experiments;
Magic Ap:e Table ; Great North Pole
Game; 100 Conundrums: 8 Puzzles;
All
12 Games; 80 Verses for Autograph Albums.
t he a bove by mail fo r 1 0 eta. and la eta. p ostage.
Conn.
Norwalk,
South
,
O
!
BOYA.L SA.LES CO., Box

SLEUTH AUTO M A T IC LIQ UID PISTOL

RHEUMATISM

-

Like I Did Mine"-S ays Pastor
Reed-W ife Also Rid
·
of Neuritis
Bder. . TerilLPM f er y...,_X•w TeW.,.
Geod Xew• to Oiher1.

. •

HICE~

12c.a•LYHO•LY-81G f'UN

OYS r~~:p=g~\!cr.- ~~':!"~ ~:::
B
A. m agic trick novelt y FREz with ench X Ray.
MARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. 13. NEW HAVEN. CONN.

WMDlllll•m JE a

A new 1llustrattd book in 42 thcp
ters. Tells t he provocat io11 t hat led
up to t he 111ostdaringgu nfight on
record where they shoot t he Judge
Sheriff, States attorney, 3 Jurors,
and 8 others in t he Hillsville Court
Roo111, All crimes have a wo111an
back of i t, and BOYS. this one is
. worth reading. LarJ<"• hnu nd -.book
in plain wrapper for TEN Ce nta.
i.==- J : .:P:.-=.:,
AllOY AL BOOK co. Dept 57 So. Norwalk. Coma,
• 1,

' .'

~!q,~.:~t~!!SZ!~!t:~~~~
!~Y.i~.~l.g
W1 l)ll..ald. K u.t:• Btr !Hau to Ill.Me b\a PropMt lbnl.ap.

Rew t.Oa wih a IUell. Baobelor. •· Bew to Wl.D \be Pan r ofl.&41 ...
itWM4U&&d<:J,DOtW,!;e.,IM, J..lltu..bJac'9balJf11lt.o UT1rt.10C ptOSTptAIQ

YANK.EE PUB. CO••

N. H.

TILTO.~.

Set
In

Solld Coad

S oHd Cold

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You ·a Lachnite

TOO FAT1
box

of Oil ol
Get a small
Koreln (in capsules) a.t any d rua
store. Follow almple directloru
and reduce at least one vound,
averaee. weekly u nder $I 00 auar•
a nh e. Absolute ly wholesome; en~
d oreed by physicians. The fat
seems to melt a.way. By proper
reduction you will make wonder·
ful gain in ph y~l c a.l and mental energy. Add years to your
life. R emember Oil of K oreia.
Non-purgative : no thyr oid. 4 1t
t he druegista'; or write 1o1
FREE BOOK to Korein Com-

0
1ci'ui~~~', .~~=~~j:~
r:'fheN!~:fJ· t~t·~~~m~' £'1:.:'d.~
Eveu over-stout man or

pensively-and stay thin.
•oman should lose weight aud 1mprove

-

• • 4Ua.,Dept.

FANCY

BANO

personalit:r.

RING FREE.

Filled, warran t ed 5 y e • r • .

Gold

Ah•••

"Don't BelleTe Th•t Old Kmnlllac
'Urlc A.eld' Beine the Cause of B h e UDll--U'• Not 8• 1''

YOUR

Bmpbatieally auertl11c that tho111an . .
of unfortunate euft'erera h-aTt 'been Jed Into
taking wrong treatments under the old
a n d !alee belief that ''Uric A.cid" causea
rheumatism. Pa11tor H. W'. Reed aa.ya :"I had . auft'ered aco11y for years from
rheumatis m and a.saoclated dt.sorders, and
ld'M. Reed was tortured · with the demon
11eurit1• al most beyond endaraace. We had
read and talked ao much about 'Uric A.cld'
tha.t our min ds 8Mmed po!aoned. But the
'Inner Mysterlea of Rheumatl.am' made It
1111 clear to u1, and now we are b oth tree
from •uft'mnr and 'misery w e endured 10
many yeara. I bellen I wu the h«rdest
man ln the world to c onTert l For me to
discard the old 'Uric A.cld' theory, and
wha.t I now know to be ab•olutely fal1e,
for the new, sclentil!c nndel'lltan dlnl' of
t'he cause and .cure of rheumatism, waa
like aaklnr me to change my religious ~
liefs. But I did chanre, and lt waa a
fortunate day for me and mine when I
did 80. "
NOT11t-The Inner Myaterles of Rhev·
matlsm referred to aboTe by Paator Reed
lay3 bare fa cts about rh eumatism and lta
associ ated disorders overlooked by d t-<'t ort1
and s cientist• for centuries past. It I• a
work that should be In the b11nds et eTery
m a n or woman whe has the ·•llclltest symptams of rheumati s m , neuritis, lumbago or
gout. .An yone l!he sends ••me and ad dreu to H . P . Clearwater, 6M D atreet,
Hallewell, Maine, wl!I receln It by m ail,
postare pnld, and a·b seltrtely free. Send
now, lest you torret tbe addreu ! If not a
1nlferer, cut out tbla announ cement an.4
band lt t• some a.tnl.cted trier~

~§~BLANK CARTRIDG E

PISTOL ~.:.,•.: Only

.A

For protection and eport, en ry man and
bo7 should ban one. Or der at once. Get
an American llac FREE. Mone1 refunded

To make

n~ an!!:1dtry~oec:.o'fo:':CVU.!a':,'nrhn•~ ~
• a nd t hl• RlDJ<.

~0 1''

, po•tpald . M. MCPhllllpa, lee)'.,

"•wYork.

•I•

•IM , will be t • llJ

soc

1f

d..tred.

B. G, Lewis Ct., 1400 BraadwQ, New York City

Under the table, Into a
T runk, down Cellar or
anywher e, Our lessons
VE NTRILOQUISM
in
teaches you. Wifh our

VENT RILO

(fits in the mouth and
can n ot be seen) you
Imitate Bir ds, Animals, etc. without

T~~i~~tfi1~':,'d b~~~· of

JOKES by mall for J Oc .
ARDEE CO ,,

t =~,_,,,_
~ ~Lil.I

Depi. 46, Stamford, CL '

To the W Ue Of
Ope Who Dr inks
I haTe an · Important conl!dent!al
mesnee' for you. How 10 conque r
t ho liquor habit in three days and
make home happy. It w ill co111e in
a plain enTelope. Wonderful, safe
laating, reliable, inexpenai ve Dl<!thod,
SUArantecd . :Write Edw. J . W oods ,
DM.-lOi:i Station E, .New York, N. Y.
Show ihia lo others.

'
~._. tuod bNln :•a.chine tit .""'•

w_ Wha•

Tuberculosiss

188 Pounds

It was when . physician
said it was impossibl e for J.
M. Miller, Ohio Druggist, to
survive the r avages of Tuberculosis, he began experimen ting on himself, a nd discovere :
the H ome Treatmen t, known
as ADD ILINE. Anyone with
COUgh s showing tubercula r

Lates t Photo

80 Pounds
yo ur na me a n d address l n
t e nd e ncy of •.ruberculos is, may u se it under plain d irections. Send
Colum b us, Ohio
270 Arcade Buildin g ,
ADDILiNE

NEW HAIR AFTER BALDNESS SORE LEGS HEALED
If this should meet the eye of anyone
who is los ing hair or is bald, let It be
known that KOTALKO , containing genuine bear o il and other potenti a l ingrediH a ir
ents, is wonderfull y succes s ful.
grown In many cases when all else fail ed.
e
writ
or
pharmacy;
busy
ny
a
t
a
G e t a box
for free brochure to J. Hart Brittain,
City.
York
New
F,
l:IH-601, Station

Cigare te Habit

flow to OvereomE; It Quick ly and Easil y
Unles3 you hnve been e:tceptionall :t careful
th e cigare t te habi t has a hold which. you
cannot shake oft' by w ill power.
'rhe lure of the cigarette is p owerful. Is

it the nico tine th a t is p oisoning your s y stem ,
ma.king y ou ner v ous, h e art weak, dyspepti c,
e7e straine d and irritable?

Are you troubled w1th sleeplesenes e at night

an d dulln ess jn the morn in g until you have
doped yours t:" Jl \dth the nicot in e of cigareft~s

or1 p!pe, or chewiWJ toba cco!
"'•.fO'le, you krnnv. \

They're all tli<>

.

· Give your po!s~~l!lturated liody, frotn your
G4\~ ;.;;.,wish akin right into your pale yel·

lowish liver, ii chance to be free from the
m e~ n ! la~ery

of ni coti n e.

Get rid of the vicious habit. Lengthen
your life. Become contented and spre ad ht1p ·

Boys, answer at once-fello ws,

here's your chance-this w onde r·

t~~~~~k°e~:~~P~t~:~:
f:lererri~~~~
army trouser a. oversea! Cap.
b"'n::o collu

o~n:iment•

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed
Mnlled free to any add.r eea by

the Author
.:Crnerica's
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Pioneer
Dog Medicines 118 West 31st Street, New York

Do n"t

Ii

Iii
Endur e
A Pull Trea.tment ot my mild, s oothtn g reme y for

Blind, Bleedin g, Itch ing anll Protruding Piles sent on
trial. It res ults are satisfactory cost s you tl.50. H

~to: ;.~H'V'i:~'S~·n.!~u~fo the ii'm.£ c~iit;,t:;L
0

- B

M •N -lfm

H ER~ AlijjA
AMBITIO N TO DO THlffGS
~
~
L
pine•• among otbers. En joy tranq11ill ity com·
ttined with for9ell\I lhouglit and reAl efll ciellCy. Enervine s t reng th ens ev er y muscle and orga n
I know what will con quer the tobacco habit i ll the bod y , ·will glYe yo!J Healt h, Vim ,t
in three days . You gai u th.a victory eom·
\'igor. On e month ' s treatmen t mailed J!ealcd
,
p!et 0 1y hnd privat ely a t home.
fo r $2.00. J\loHey back if not satisfietl. Writt•
My n &w booli: wi ll be very interesting' to I for pa rticularH.
you. H will come to you. in a plain wrapper
E nerv ine Co., R-1000 S. Gro\'e, Oak Park, Ill.
free, postp•id. You will be surprised, and ' ' IGOR
AND -- HK\LTII --REGAI N ED
del ighted if you wr.ite to Edward J. Woods,
B Pcome r o!Juot, active, cheerful a nd en t huSi·
'1"1'-103. Station F, New York, :N. Y.
astic. Slluke off thP slrn<·kl<·s of pas t weakn es s b y ta k ing No. SOS 'l'ublet.<, t he w ond erful
48-b ou r m edicine. Dillerent from a nrth .u gy o u ever heard of . " 'oriel's r eco r d. $1 p c!
box. Pa rtic u lars and testhnonial s free.
808 CHE ~II CAL CO.,Dept.B ,Pi t t s burg, Kansas

•'
' .nru
UNIFoR~ '60 Days'T
IR
~ EE KHAK1
r egufati.>n

Open Legs, tncers, Enlarged Vcfm . Eczema healeo
"hilo ygu work. Write for book " H ow to Heal Ml
Deac:ibe J'OUZ cue.
Ion Lqa a.t Honie. u
L C. LIEPE, 1457 Green Bay Avo ouo, tlllwaukoo. Wl1

Wh y Be Fat ?
BECOME SLIM THIS SUl\IMER

lfl ir&I patteeit - eTerr-

1
i:~~i!tn" :h:J1:;i9o':V!nt. !.!~'::; ~:: !~ eO:nh::
0

Have you hea rd about the n ew system
for weight r eduction?
You may ea t and drink all you need.
Send dnly 16 centa In cllsh or stafnps and your wals)
0
moa!urement. Upon rccel~t we shall imluedl•lely s•nd There is no t edious exerci sing . Take a
m~~I;;;
;
;:;~;!
~~~;~=~~~l
Now
houra
fe\T
a
In
Belt.
Electric
Sahd~n
you t Gtnuln&
snn-becotrle a Junior Tank. All riou have to do 11
ein a t mealtimes and
It will rctlch y0tl by parcel tJOS\. If i·ou ilke It pay little oil of kor
lfr!n"J'ri~!~ti~!~~
Y:n\~.a ~g~ ~h~ t~·.~:iaclt:~r:i~
tbe postman only $1.75, dntl ll. Bl!lt of $10 value wlll when retiring; also foll ow the simple,
We will send them at once 8.nd t l'l ll r oa '1,_ow t.., l'flt
s•tlsned,
it
11
be yours. Wear the Be)t to~ 60 <lays, and
r~~~!:
cleaF direct ions. A loss of weight, ten
~:.ax~SOL~T\tvr~rE'Ff. Pft~:~:..'!-i::
recommend h to your friends. If not satisfied, return
o.U 1our boy fri e"l f.!e write at the aame time.
you need to
the Belt to us immediately and we shall return your to sixty pounds (wha tever
tor Yanks, 507 W . Ohio St., Chicaso
mbnei as soon a~ the Belt reaches us. If you suffer lose), may be ex pect ed by this safe and
arty
or
pygDep!lla,
tlSm,
rheuina
from debility. backache,
of fat r eduction. At
- VICTO RY TOY CANNO N
trouble due to a run-down sydem, thiS is an oppor- pleasant syst em
\ Shoots like a real one. Absolutely harmless. Send tunity you Should not mlu. The Sahdtm Herculex Delt the druggist 's get a small box of oil of
Is
1
the bost in the world, and the ol'ler we make
f:;~~ Isabsolutely
capsules, and st art at once. Be
~om~f:t~s \~rth ci~~~1;u~~?ongelor tl~~e/ 1~~oS;;ts.CA
genuine. Uncle Sam \Vlll see that we carey korein
3 cents extra. This includes membership in Club showl size, with good fi gu re and
norma
of
are protected.
you
that
and
out
it
spa.re
your
in
money
easy
·
make
ing you how you can
TheDerculex Co., 1416 B'way, NewYork,Dept.R atttactive ap peara nce, agile, <J.t.lckKREW SUPPLY COMPANY
Ume.
1
1
witt ed, healthier a nd more efficient. By
~~1diis 13 WR~TEC "i!'~R~ PRICES. i~~CAPOROoFl~~:
reducing weig ht now you are likely to
avoid one or more disea ses, heart weakness, sunstroke , apoplexy, etc., and to
add years to y our life.
ofDcer. commlil•ion.

Join theJuniorYanks

G

FAE~

ITCH .. ECZEMA TRIA.L
(Also called Tetter, Salt Rheum, Pruritul, llllk·Crust, Weeping Skin, etc.)
what Isa -C lf R
ECZEMA CAN BE CURED TO STAY, and when I say cured I !)lean JU11t
Ndw I do "not - ; - -EhD,

Defore.
and cot merely patcbea up for a\vhile. to return vroriJe than'that
yoti coU1d not be CtJiiJ~a'U a;
all you. han used, nor bow many doctors hal"e told 1oU
8 0
9
about. u you will write me
talking
am
I
what
ow
n
k.
~[
+ia
RYE'~
~~-J~.j~ j !u~h::d ;~u ~ f
cure that will convince
you more in a day than I or anyone els~! c~Jidmi~d, sooth.lM: guaranteed YOU &re disgusted ahd
If
~e.
m~?aJ~a
a
ProTe
to
chabce
a
me
discouraged, I dare you to ghe
~dft.Y ?~ud wi~l
~i~n&:
enjoy more rear comfort than you had ever thought this m:orid hoitls
you
•
~,
·
will see 1 am telling you the ·truth.

1

fgt

J:St

DR. J. E.CANNADAV

1811 Park Square
'.References : Third National
Bank, Sedalia. Mo.

SEDALIA . MO.

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

(NEW BOOK) Tells how to Get
Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
H ow to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a

Widow; to win an Heiress; how to catch

a Ric~ B.:i~heior; how to m.anage your
beau to make him rropos~;how totnake
y our fellow or gir love you·lwhat to do
before and after the wedd ng. Tells
other things necessary for !porers t c
·
know, S ample CO£Y by mall 10 eents,
IOiAL BOOK CO., Bux 9• So, Norwalk, Clonl!.lllNUJNE=l!..mriSfitSllnHrleii<!:ldp Brat~h • r.

1'o make frlende and tni:fodueu

~~f~.e ?~ run:.::rr~~~

Could YOU, do a better aitt tftiln to •eild this Dltl~o

to_,~~
•~~"tr.·1.t
.... YCN'fl,.

ecr.ptloo, anc!iljiracele t.

1D some poor sufferer of Eczema?

llcPhll~.. 5eC)'•• 815

~lfbe":'.;, '11

w. 43d St., Dept ~ i!-

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

-LATE ST ISSUE S-

976 Tbe Ltberty Boys After the Jaegers; or, The Amerlcan Cause
in Peril.
977 The Liberty Boys, Lightning Sweep; or, The Affai r At Rugeley's Mill.
078 Tbe Liberty Bo:os and the Dnmh !l!essenge r ; or, Out
Witb
the J\Jountain ;\len.
97!! Th e Liberty Boys' Cavalry Charge; nr, Running Out
the
Skinners.
!l80 The Liberty Iloys' Secret; or, Tbe Girl Spy of Ilrnokl.rn.
f!Sl The Liberty Bors in the Swamp; or, I"i gbtin!" A'on!" t lw
S:int('e.
!)8~ 'rhe Uberty Boys' Compact; or, Bound
by Au Oath.
()83 T~fai~d.bNly Boys' Hollow Square; or, Holding Off the
Hes!184 The Liberty Boys' Countersi gn; or, Hot Work at the Fort
s.
985 '!'he Liberty Boys' Gold Chest; or, The Old
Secret.
!l8G 'l'he Libert)· Bors' Helpinl" Harden; or, Spy 'J'orr's
Against
987 The Liherty Boys' Compa~t; or. Bound by an Oatb. Spy.
USS The Liberty Iloys on Picket Duty; or, Facing the \Yor'I
of
Danger.
989 The L iberty Boys and the Queen's Rangers; or, R a iuing
by
Raiue rs. ·
990 The Liberty Boys at Sa'<"ann.ah ; or. Atlacl<ril On All Sides.
t'or sal1> by all new•llMle rs, or will tie seht to any address on r e ceipt ot
price, 6 cents per copy, In money or pastege stamps'. h,FRANK

965 The Ubert:o Tloys and tbe Terror; or. The Masked Spy of
Harlem Ileig-hts.
!\66 'l'he Lil•Prt)· Boys on the Rapid Anna; or, Tbe Fight at
Ra<'coon Ford.
967 The Lih~rty Boys' Fierce R etreat; or, Driven ont of Mnnhattan.
068 'l.'h e J,1 herty Doys w!tb Hnnd's R!fiemen; or, The Flight
of
t be Hrssians,
909 The Liberty Boys nt Tnrrant's Ta'<"ern; or, Surprised
by
Tarleton,
nm The Lllwrt;r ft<'>YR' Prum Bent; or, Cal11ng Out
the Patriots.
071 Th e Liberty JloyN In n '£lght Place; or, Dick Slater's
Lucky
Shot,
072 Tlrn lrlbeFtY ll<lYa Bettllng Old Scores; or, The Capture
of
GenPraJ PrP~eott.
07~ 'l'hft L!he1·t~· Boys uni! Trumpete r Barney;
or, The Brave
Bu~ler's Dnnnneo,
f\14 The Llt1Prty Boys In Irons: or, Cnught on a Prison
075 The IAberty Boys nnd the Refugees; or, The Escape Ship.
at Battle
PllMI(.

TOUSEY , Publishe r,

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procur e them f rom newsdea
they can be obtained from the publishe rs direct. Write oat
and fill in your Order and send it with t he price of the lers,
weeklies y_ou want, and the weeklies will be sent.to you by return
mail. POSTAG E STAMP S ' TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY .

OU R T EN -CE NT

H A ND B OO KS

No. 48. HOW TO lllAK.E AND USE ELECN o. GO. ROW TO B ECOME A P HOTOGNo, 73. HOW T O DO TRI CKS WITH
TRICITY .-A descriptio n ot the wonderfu l R APHER.Contalnl ng useful Informati on
NUl\IBER S.-Sbowln g many curious tricks
uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; to- regarding the
Camera
and
how
to
work
It;
with
figures and the magic of numbers. By
getber with full instructio ns for making 11.lso how t o make
Photograp hic Magic Lan A. Anderson. Fully illustrated .
Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George tern Slides
and
other
T
r
ansparenc
ies.
HandNo.
74. HOW TO WRITE LET T E R S
Trebel, A.111., M.D. Containin g over tl!ty 11- somely Ulustra t
ed .
CORREC TLY.-Con t11inlng full instructio ns
lustration s.
N o. 62. HOW TO BECOME A. WEST
tor writing letters on almost any subject:
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND P OINT l\IILITAR
Y CAD.ET, -Explains how
also rules for punct uation and compositi on,
, DRIVJ<~ A JlORSE. -A complete treatise on to
gain admittanc e, course of Study, Exam!'"Ith specimen letters.
the borse. Describin g the most usefnl horses natlons<-D
uties
Stall'
of
Officers,
Post
Guard,
No. 75. HOW TO BECOl\IE A CON JURE ~
1
for business, the best horses for the road; Police i~egulat10
ns, Fire Departme nt, and all
-Contaln ing tricks with Dominoes , Dice
also yaJuable recipes for diseases peculiar to a boy should, know
to be a cadet. By Lu
Cups and Balls,' Hats, etc.
the horse.
Embracin g
Senarens.
thirty-six lllustratio ns. By A. Anderson.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAI L
No. 63. H OW TO BECOl\IE A NAVAL
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUN ES DJ I
CA~OES .-A bandy book tor boys, contain- CADET.- -Complete
instructio ns of bow to
'l\HE JIAND.-C ontaining rules for tellin~·
Ing full dirertions for construct ing canoes gain admission to
the A nnapolis Naval Acadfortunes by tbe aid of lines of the band . or
aud the most popular manner of sailing emy. Also containin
g
the
course
of
lnstructbe secret of palmistry . Also tbe secret of
tbem. Fully illustrated .
tlon, descriptio n of grounds and buildings,
telling future events by aid of moles, marks,
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE .-Glving rules histor ical . sketch,
and everythin g a boy
scars, etc. Illu strated.
for conductin g debates, outlines tor debates, should know
become a n o!l'icer in the
No. 77. HOW TO DO F ORTY TRI CKS
questions for uiscussion , and the best United States to
Navy. By Lu Senarens.
"WITH CARDS.- Contalnin g deceptiYe Card
sources for procuring informati on on the
N o. 6.f. HOW TO llIAKE ELEC T RICAL
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers
question given
llIACHIN ES.-Cont ain lng full directions for
and magicians . Arranged for home am u seNo. 50. HO'V TO STUFF BIRDS AND making
machines, Induction coils,
ment. l<'ully lllust~ted.
ANBIALS .-A ..-aluable book, giving instruc- dynamos,electrical
I
and
many
novel
toys
to
be
worked
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART .
tions in rollectiug , preparing , mounting and by electricity ,
B y R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
-Contain
ing
preserYln g birds, animals and insects.
a
complete
descriptio
n
of
the
illustrated . .
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of -band, toNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
getber with many wonderfu l experimen
No. 65. l\IULDOO N 'S JOKES.-Tb e mpst
ts.
By
A. Anderson .
Illustrated .
CARDS.-< ;ontaluin gf explantatfi ons of thlie b~~~~l ~~k~~o~~
r~~J:~~lls~fdco~~~I~;
general prrnciples o sleigh -o -hand
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN AC TOR.
app
cable to ('arrl tricks ; of card trick" with large collection
-Contain ing complete lnstru ctions how to
ordinary cnrds. and not requiring sleight- etc., of Terrenceof songs, jokes, contlndru ms,
Muldoon, the great wit, :Pumake up for various character s on the stage:
of-hand; of tricks involving s lelgut-of- hand, morist,
and
practical
joker of the day.
together with the duties ot the Sta:o-e Manor the use of specially prepared cards. 11·
N o. 66. H OW TO DO PUZZLES .-Conager, Prompter , Scenic Artist and Property
I nstrated.
i in g over t b ree h un d d ·
._._
·
tan
Man.
re rnterestrn g puzNo. 80. GUS WILLIA>I IS' JOKE BOOK - .111;
No. 52. JlO\V TO P I .AY CARDS, - G ivuil\' zles and conundru
ms, with key to same. A
Containin g the latest jokes, anecdotes and
the rules and full dire~tions for playing complete
r
book. Fully illustrated .
funny
stories of this world-ren ownPrt GerEucbre,
Cribbage.
Casino.
Forty-Fiv e,
No . 67.
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